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Research Gap
Recently, machine learning methodologies and aﬀective computing have become more popular
in the ﬁeld of psychotherapy research (AaVes-van Doorn et al., 2020; Poria et al., 2017). Methods
facilitate video, audio and text processing in order to extract verbal (Goldberg et al., 2020) and nonverbal
information (facial expression: Arango et al., 2019; postures: Zhang et al., 2018; paralanguage: Crangle
et al., 2019). A promising application for automated streams of nonverbal information is emotion
recognition (Halfon et al., 2020; Sharma & Dhall, 2021). .e drastic rise of possibilities and the eclectic
use of symbolic information streams begs for anchoring theory to inform meaning making of nonverbal
phenomena. Most publications study the mutual interdependence of nonverbal signals in patient and
therapist (synchrony, attunement, concordance, coordination), taking a ﬁrm stand in generalizing
theories (common factor theory, communication theory, information processing theory, selforganisation theory), implying that studied processes of nonverbal exchange translate to transtheoretical
concepts of psychotherapy research and human interaction in general (Koole & Tschacher, 2016;
Laroche et al., 2014; Salvatore et al., 2015). On a more ﬁne-grained conceptual level, empathy, emotion
regulation and quality of therapeutic (working) relationship (alliance) are proposed as correlates (Imel
et al., 2014; Reich et al., 2014; Soma et al., 2020). In this dissertation, I illuminate the use of nonverbal
signals from a diﬀerent perspective. Being a practicing therapist myself, I anchor my thoughts in a
clinical standpoint, applying theory on mechanisms of change in relational psychoanalysis (Adolescent
Identity Treatment: Foelsch et al., 2014; Transference Focused .erapy: Levy et al., 2006) relevant to
the psychiatric understanding of (borderline) personality disorders. By collapsing assumptions of
relational psychoanalysis (Tufekcioglu & Muran, 2014) and the events paradigm (Timulak, 2010),
psychotherapy is conceptualized as the mutual communication and regulation of self-states in an
ongoing negotiation process that brings forth key events. More precisely, using object-relations theory
(Kernberg, 1995), key events can be deﬁned as episodes of integrative work with the dominant object
relation dyads. .e instrumental involvement of nonverbal communication streams in this process is
discussed (Dreyer, 2018; Mac Cormack, 1997). On the conceptual level, it is possible to ﬁnd common
ground between emotion regulation (Campos et al., 2011) and alliance negotiation (Eubanks et al., 2019)
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as they both emerge as nonverbal communication acts in moments of therapeutic work, moving towards
the clinical goal of identity integration (Jung et al., 2013; Schlüter-Müller et al., 2020; Schmeck et al.,
2013). I discuss how the automatic assessment of nonverbals can help recognizing these key moments.
Interpersonal coordination processes have been proposed as correlates for emotion regulation and
alliance negotiation. I highlight problems with the concrete adaptation of coordination assessment under
the assumptions of the events paradigm and how they can be overcome by the perspective of relational
approaches.
3eory
Relational psychoanalysis integrates theory that oﬀers a relational perspective on intra- and
interpersonal processes governing and describing the self (Mitchell & Aron, 1999). Muran (2002)
summarizes basic tenets (in italic) of the relational perspective concerning the structure and operations
of the self: Implicit representational content of self - other interactions (internal objects: Hinshelwood,
1997; relational schemas: Baldwin, 1992; object-relation dyads: Clarkin et al., 2007) are posited as basic
building blocks of the self. .ey are considered to develop on the basis of interactions with signiﬁcant
others in order to increase the likelihood of maintaining nurturing relationships (Beebe et al., 1997).
.ey are active in expressive-motor and emotional memory stores informing expectancies and strategies
for relating with others (Safran et al., 1990). .eir learned nature allows for constant adaptation through
dialogical interaction (Brokerhof et al., 2018; Centonze et al., 2020). .ese representational structures
are protected by the interplay between the structures and the processes of the self. Depending on the
therapeutic school, this interplay symptomatically unfolds in cognitive distortions (Geiger et al., 2014),
behavioural patterns (Kaess et al., 2013) or defence mechanisms (Zanarini et al., 2009). .e
representational content gives rise to diverse self-states that can be experienced in both conscious (or
preconscious) thoughts, feelings and images (Dreyer, 2018), or through enactments of unconscious
(transferential) material (Lyons‐Ruth, 1999). Transitions between self-states vary on a continuum of
seamlessness (Golynkina & Ryle, 1999; Ego States .erapy: Watkins & Watkins, 1997). In dyadic
encounters, self-states are communicated between interlocutors and mutually regulated (Beebe &
Lachmann, 1998). Interpersonal encounters, including dyadic psychotherapy, are thereby characterized
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by an ongoing negotiation involving the «push and pull of respective self-states of patient and therapist
[…] involving the continuous press of both patient and therapist needs for agency and relatedness»
(Muran, 2002). .e idiosyncratic expression of self-states serves the function of informing the
environment about the person and vice versa (Muran & Safran, 2002). .is ongoing negotiation is
studied in the framework of psychotherapy process research and the events paradigm (Greenberg,
1991; Rice & Greenberg, 1984). Process research untangles how psychotherapy works by focusing on
in-session variables such as therapist or patient behaviour and their interaction during treatment
(Castonguay & Beutler, 2006). .e events paradigm deﬁnes delineated therapeutic events linked to
mechanisms of change (Silberschatz, 2017). .ey are translated into observable behaviour, whose
occurrence, frequency and timing are linked to outcome (Buchholz, 2019; Elliott, 2010). Concentrating
on key moments, rather than session level averages, these moments hold the pivotal beneﬁt of being
describable to and identiﬁable by therapists, potentially fostering training and process monitoring.
As discussed, the relational lens considers psychotherapy as an ongoing process of mutual
communication of self-states and regulation acts thereof (Centonze et al., 2020). Nonverbal behaviour
is instrumental in the communication and mutual regulation of self-states (embodiment theory:
Tschacher & Storch, 2012). Just as in a play (theatre metaphor: Hermans, 2006; Mac Cormack, 1997),
states are assumed by modulation of nonverbals. For example, Dreyer (2018) showed how the voice is
modulated in play therapy according to the roles assumed. .e modulation of the nonverbal serves two
functions: 1) It allows to reactivate the self-state, to fully experience it, and 2) to communicate the
intensity and quality of the self-state to the interlocutor (Armstrong et al., 2015). In order to move
forward in the story, in order for the interaction to be ongoing and mutual, the state has to be checked
out by the interlocutor, modulating its nonverbals in response to the partners state changes. .ereby
changes in the nonverbals of the interlocutor again serve to communicate that the state switch has been
recognized and acknowledged (Grace et al., 1995). .is process unfolds both consciously and
unconsciously in transferential material (Böhmer, 2010; Normandin et al., 2015) and across diﬀerent
signals and time scales. Literature on the Interpersonal Coordination (IC) of nonverbal behaviour
assumes, that a smooth and coordinated communication, recognition and acknowledging of self-states,
as reﬂected in nonverbal signals, brings forth the experience of being understood (empathy: Imel et al.,
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2014), of being on the same wavelength (relationship quality: Ramseyer & Tschacher, 2011), and of
being held (emotion regulation: Soma et al., 2020; attachment: Håvås et al., 2014).
In psychiatric diagnostic terminology, the life-long adaptive processes of self- and other
relatedness are caught under the umbrella term of self- and interpersonal functioning and, altogether, as
personality functioning (Birkhölzer et al., 2015, 2020; Goth et al., 2018). Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD) is a severe mental illness that, at its core, is characterized by deﬁcits in self- and
interpersonal functioning. Personality functioning is dimensionally measured in self-functioning
dimensions ‘identity’, ‘self-direction’ and interpersonal functioning dimensions ‘empathy’ and
‘intimacy’ (Goth et al., 2018). .is dissertation evaluates data gathered in the therapeutic context of
Adolescent Identity Treatment (AIT; Foelsch et al., 2014). As the name suggests, Adolescent Identity
Treatment posits deﬁcits in identity functioning to be at the core of the broad maladaptive behaviour,
deﬁcits in self- and interpersonal functioning and negative aﬀective experience in borderline pathology
(Schlüter-Müller et al., 2015). .e development of a stable and coherent identity is a crucial
developmental task in adolescence (Schmeck et al., 2013; Sollberger, 2013). Identity disturbance
(identity diﬀusion) – in contrast to non-pathological identity crises – is a psychiatric syndrome marked
by a subjective sense of lack of coherence (Foelsch et al., 2010; Schlüter-Müller et al., 2015; WilkinsonRyan & Drew, 2000). It emerges as a key feature in the diagnosis of personality pathology (Benzi &
Madeddu, 2017; Foelsch et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2013; Kernberg, 2006; Sollberger et al., 2012, 2015).
Identity disturbance has been associated with the presence and severity of (borderline) personality
pathology in adults and adolescents (Feenstra et al., 2014; Jung et al., 2013; Lind et al., 2019; Sollberger
et al., 2012) and it has been shown to fully mediate the eﬀect of mentalization deﬁcits on interpersonal
problems (De Meulemeester et al., 2017). Further, using exploratory bi-factor analysis on the categorical
items, Sharp et al. (2015) showed that the item ‘identity disturbance’ correlated highest with a ‘g’-factor
of personality disorder.
Kernberg’s Object Relations 3eory is one speciﬁc theory of relational psychoanalysis
(Kernberg, 1995). In object relations theory, single units of representations of self and other, linked by
an aﬀective state, are called object relations dyads (Levy et al., 2006). .e activation of object relations
dyads is accompanied by a shift in self-state. Identity disturbance is characterized by a pathological
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organisation of polarized and non-integrated object relations dyads (Gagnon et al., 2016). Patients
engage dissociative and splitting defences and reinforcement strategies (projective identiﬁcation,
devaluation, denial, idealization) to protect idealized from malignant object relations (Kernberg et al.,
2008). Internal representations of the self and signiﬁcant others consequently are separated into positive
and negative aspects that are actively held apart, implying that only one can consciously be held at a
time (Kernberg, 2006). Clinically, patients with identity diﬀusion present with the inability to describe
the self and others in detail and they struggle with the establishment of close, meaningful and intimate
relationships (Levy et al., 2006). Identity diﬀusion was a main inclusion criterion for the study sample
analysed in this dissertation. Adapted from Transference Focused 3erapy (Yeomans et al., 2013),
AIT

uses

clariﬁcations,

confrontations

and

interpretations

of

transference

and

countertransference reactions in the here and now in order to work on the dominant and activated
object relations in an eﬀort to bridge opposite representations of the self and others (Foelsch et al., 2014).
Psychotherapy thereby is formulated as an act of identity integration. As is evident from the description
of object relations, this integration process is accompanied by aﬀective expression and can cause anxiety
because it involves moving towards previously denied aspects of self (Yeomans et al., 2013). .erapists
are invited to provide a holding environment that allows patients to reactivate dangerous object relations
dyads and experience related (mostly negative & aggressive) aﬀects without the overwhelming quality
of the past, knowing that therapists can tolerate the negative aﬀective states (Levy et al., 2006). .e
identiﬁcation and exploration of aﬀective states further serves the aim to shed light on the dynamics of
extra- and the intratherapeutic relationship (Yeomans et al., 2013). .e integration process can cause
anxiety and patients employ defences in order to prevent the activation of object relations dyads and in
turn keep the related aﬀects at bay (Clarkin et al., 2007). Although the therapeutic relationship is
previously protected by controlled conditions (treatment contract), these defences may be directed
towards the relationship (Safran & Muran, 1996). Concerning aﬀect activation, Greenberg & Safran
(1989) aptly diﬀerentiate between primary and secondary emotions. Secondary emotions can be results
of a responsive and defensive self and are directed towards the other (therapist), implying that the
responsibility lies with the other. .ey can be understood as reactions to the primary adaptive emotion
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surfacing through the activation of the object relations dyad. Primary emotions in turn are characterized
by acceptance and responsibility for one’s feelings.
Both the activation of (peak) aﬀective states and the occurrence of interpersonal defences,
threatening the therapeutic relationship, can thereby be found to intermingle as they result from a
defensive self during working process of identity integration. In accordance with core diﬃculties in self
and interpersonal functioning and related increased maladaptive defences (Bond et al., 1994), it has been
hypothesized that psychotherapy with patients with borderline personality disorders is, to a larger extent
as in other patients, characterized by momentary strains in the therapeutic relationship, and brings about
increased demands in mutual aﬀect regulation eﬀorts during moments of aﬀect activation.
As described above, this process of identity integration – potentially threatening the therapeutic
relationship and involving aﬀect activation – unfolds in an ongoing negotiation process over time. Both
aﬀect activation and processing and negotiation of the therapeutic relationship have been intensively
studied in form of proposed key moments. I will introduce relational deﬁnitions of both emotion
regulation and relationship negotiation.
Evidence amounts that the exploration of emotions is found across therapeutic schools and is
related to good outcome therapies (Greenberg & Paivio, 2003; Greenberg & Pascual-Leone, 2006;
Peluso & Freund, 2018). Emotional dysregulation is of interest across disorders and is found to be a
major vulnerability for mental disorders (Kring, 2008). Diﬃculties in emotion regulation are considered
a core concept in the development and maintenance of psychiatric disorders and emotion regulation is
discussed as a transdiagnostic treatment construct (Sloan et al., 2017). A multitude of scales and rating
systems approach aﬀect activation and processing in the psychotherapeutic encounter (Client Emotional
Arousal Scale: Carryer & Greenberg, 2010, Client Experiencing Scale: Pascual-Leone & Yeryomenko,
2017), Client Emotional Productivity Scale: Auszra et al., 2013). Emotion Regulation is considered a
cornerstone mechanism of psychotherapy. In contrast to intrapersonal regulation based on demarcated
regulation strategies (D’Agostino et al., 2017), relational approaches see the regulation process as an
ongoing mutual regulation process with others (Sloan et al., 2017). But what exactly is regulated and to
what end? Campos et al. (2011) argue that it is not an emotional state per se that is regulated, but rather
"a conﬂict between the goals of one person and those of another, and, on occasion, a conﬂict between
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the goals of a single person". .e regulatory mechanism is coined as a goal negotiation that moves
toward the end of a negotiated outcome. .is outcome does not need to involve feeling better, ergo being
eﬀective, but needs to be adaptive, including a coordination of future concerns. .is deﬁnition presents
emotion regulation feasible to be studied as a momentary interactional phenomenon that evolves around
and through the mutual communication of self-states. .e emotion per se takes a back seat being thought
of as the by-product of a negotiation process striving for a persistent ﬁt of individual needs and goals of
both patient and therapist.
Another transtheoretical concept that has been studied through the relational and key moments
lens is the Alliance. .e alliance indicates the “quality and strength of the collaborative relationship
between client and therapist” (Norcross & Hill, 2002). As a common factor, alliance is theorized to be
jointly responsible for comparable eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent treatments with diverse theoretical
backgrounds and derived techniques (Laska et al., 2014; Rosenzweig, 1936; Wampold & Imel, 2015).
A vast array of instruments has been presented to measure alliance, Horvath (2011) estimates over 70,
stemming from diﬀerent theoretical backgrounds and holding all imaginable forms. .e relational
approach has coined alliance as an ongoing intersubjective negotiation process that aims at resolving
momentary deteriorations in the alliance (Muran, 2002; Safran, 1993; Safran & Muran, 1996). Noncollaborative patient behaviour regarding therapy goals and tasks or strains in the aﬀective bond, termed
ruptures, are sought to be repaired in resolution eﬀorts (Lingiardi & Colli, 2015). .e Rupture and
Resolution Rating system (3RS; Eubanks et al., 2019) oﬀers the concurrent operationalization. Two
types of ruptures are deﬁned: withdrawal and confrontation rupture. Withdrawal ruptures are
characterized by a patient’s movement away from (minimal response, avoidant storytelling, selfcriticism/hopelessness) or towards (appeasing) the therapist and/or the work of therapy. Confrontation
ruptures involve the patient moving against the therapist and/or work of therapy (complaints/concerns
about the therapist or progress in therapy, rejecting therapist intervention, eﬀorts to control/pressure
therapist). Resolution strategies can be either ‘immediate’ (providing a rationale for treatment, clarifying
misunderstandings, changing tasks or goals or providing validation for defensive behaviour) or
‘expressive’, focusing on exploring the patients’ core relational themes (Muran & Safran, 2017).
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It has become evident under relational tenets, that both emotion regulation and alliance
negotiation are acts of reacting in an ongoing communication of self-states, signalling the recognition
of state changes (i.e., activations of object relation dyads). .is back and forth is partly conveyed in
nonverbals. .erefore, the study on the quality and extent of interdependence of nonverbals has gained
much attention and provides a reasonable avenue for the study of beforementioned mechanisms.
However, I will outline some problems that arise when thinking about interpersonal coordination under
the event paradigm.
Human interaction in general is characterized by behaviour matching and Interpersonal
Coordination (IC), IC being the “smooth meshing of interaction” over time (Bernieri & Rosenthal,
1991). Processes of IC are the swiss army knife of psychotherapy research and related ﬁelds. Having
been identiﬁed as correlate of a multitude of relevant concepts, they have moved to the centre of
psychotherapy research because of their integrative power (Dales & Jerry, 2008; Koole & Tschacher,
2016). However, to the same extent that they are handy, they can equally be elusive. .ey present in a
multitude of verbal and nonverbal signals and on a multitude of time scales. As described above, IC
literature assumes, that a smooth and coordinated communication and recognition of self-state related
nonverbals, where interlocutors are responsive towards each other, is instrumental to the experience of
empathy, emotion regulation and to the quality of the relationship. With coordination being
hypothesized to be a central concept across many theoretical concepts, no validity checks have yet been
provided. For example, when interested in the correlation of coordination and emotion regulation, it is
imperative to pick events of aﬀect activation and compare them to coordination in moments of
nonactivation of aﬀects, in order to deﬁnitely link coordination in a signal to the proposed concept. In
addition, publications often fail to deliver convincing underlying mechanisms. As I have proposed in
the sections before, making clear cut distinctions between theoretical concepts (emotion regulation or
alliance negotiation) might be confusing. It would be more relatable when considering them overlapping
being concrete communication acts in an ongoing process of self-state sharing. Also, the literature
ignores the key events structure of therapy (Timulak, 2010). Rather, until now, studies have used session
level averaging in order to predict questionnaires on overall relationship and outcome (Paulick et al.,
2018; Reich et al., 2014). .is ignores the idiosyncratic moment-to-moment dyadic interaction that is
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characteristic for psychotherapy (Martinez et al., 2012; Prince, 1997) and prevents clear clinical
conclusions. Further, the study of diﬀerent concepts relies on diﬀerent kinds of IC (in-phase – synchrony
versus out-of-phase – asynchrony) depending on the concept studied. .ese distinctions can be
confusing and contradicting and are not anchored in psychotherapeutic theory. For example, Reich et
al. (2014) expected vocal synchrony to positively correlate with the quality of the therapeutic
relationship. Surprised by a negative correlation, they struggle to explain results. Again, collapsing both
in-phase and out-of-phase IC as being part of the same communicative process allows to dismiss this
distinction, rather concentrating on temporal interdependence. Finally, but in my opinion most
importantly, studies provide results in separated modalities. However, when assuming that coordination
involves the signalling of a recognition of self-state changes, this can also be achieved in a diﬀerent
modality than the state was communicated in. For example, the therapeutic conversation leads to the
activation of an object relations dyad that is characterized by deep sadness. .e patient expresses this
sadness through vocal behaviour. But, in order to react to the state shift, the therapist does not modulate
the voice, rather speaking with the same loudness and pitch, yet moves forward with the upper body,
changing posture. .is also relates to the problem of interpersonal diﬀerences in the use of nonverbals
across individuals – some speaking with their bodies, others with their voice – which provides us with
well appreciated diversity in real life relationships but is troubling in scientiﬁc endeavours.
Conclusions
I will provide conclusions that are important to structure the here presented and future research
eﬀorts:
1) .e psychotherapeutic dyad is engaged in the mutual verbal and nonverbal communication and
regulation of self-states that is characterized as an ongoing negotiation.
2) Techniques of AIT (clariﬁcation, confrontation, interpretation) used in the psychotherapy with BPD
patients foster the reactivation of denied (split-oﬀ) and potentially dangerous or overwhelming selfstates (object relation dyads) in an eﬀort to promote identity integration.
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3) Reactivation of denied self-states is inevitably accompanied by activation of aﬀects (primary or
secondary) and defensive mechanisms, including defences directed at the therapeutic (working)
relationship (alliance).
4) .is activation is momentary and presents in key events over the course of therapy (events
paradigm).
5) Nonverbal behaviour due to self-state activation allows both to re-experience the self-state and to
communicate the intensity and quality of said state.
6) Both emotion regulation and alliance negotiation can be painted in light of being concrete
communication acts of self-state sharing, also embodied in nonverbal behaviour.
7) .e ongoing process of nonverbal communication and acknowledgement of self-states can be
studied by means of interpersonal coordination.
8) Recognising nonverbal behaviour as a communication act in the ongoing negotiation of self-states
broadens the scientiﬁc perspective on the study of IC: 1) .e distinction between in-phase and outof-phase coordination is dismissed, 2) Key moments, rather than session averages, are proposed to
be of interest, 3) Multimodality and interpersonal preferences in nonverbal channels are considered.
Methods
.e research presented here is done under the umbrella of a clinical study that tested noninferiority of Adolescence Identity Treatment (AIT) against Dialectical Behavior .erapy for
adolescents (DBT-A). Data on the outcome and process was collected in two study centers (DBT-A:
Heidelberg, Germany; AIT: Basel, Switzerland), but only data from the AIT study branch is analysed
due to technical problems in the German centre. In total 23 patients have been included, 6 dropped out
early. .e following inclusion criteria were applied for the patients: age 13–19 years; three or more BPD
criteria (Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders; First et al., 1997); and
identity diﬀusion according to the Assessment of Identity Development in Adolescence (AIDA; total t
score > 60; Goth et al., 2012). Recruitment was open to male and female patients, only two male patients
were enrolled. Patients received 25 psychotherapy sessions. All sessions were audio-visually recorded.
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Research Papers
S1: Supervised Speaker Diarization Using Random Forests: A Tool for Psychotherapy Process
Research
.e nonverbal communication of self-states can be measured in a multitude of response
systems: Nonverbal movement (Dosamantes-Alperson, 1979), posture (Charny, 1966), vocal and
conversational parameters (Roessler & Lester, 1976), heart rate (Lifshitz & Blair, 1960), electrodermal
activity (Toomin & Toomin, 1975), breathing (Eigen, 1977), eye movements (Owens, 1977). We
identiﬁed the audio signal as a promising and feasible signal to be analysed for several reasons: 1) It can
be noninvasively captured in high sampling frequency, 2) Compared to physiological signals and
movement it is understudied with only a handful of studies in the psychotherapeutic setting (Bone et al.,
2014; Imel et al., 2014; Reich et al., 2014; Soma et al., 2020), 3) Besides vocal features related to
emotional speech (F0, intensity), it allows to study conversational parameters, that are likely to be
associated with the ongoing negotiation process (silence, rhythm, length of speaking turns). When
aiming to evaluate speech features, one encounters a practical problem: First, speakers have to be
separated, creating a feature stream indicating who speaks when (speaker diarization: Joshi et al., 2016).
Research on vocal features in psychotherapy so far has made use of manually coding speech turns, which
is time consuming (Reich et al., 2014; Soma et al., 2020). In order to facilitate future research in this
promising channel of communication, this research gap had to be addressed by providing automation of
the problem. Fully automated (unsupervised) methods currently exist; however, they are prone to errors
(Xiao et al., 2015). We chose the middle path and devised and validated a method for supervised speaker
diarization relying on machine learning methodology (Zhang et al., 2019). .e method makes use of a
small number of manual codings to diarize whole dyadic psychotherapies. We tested the method on an
open-source speech corpus and made it publicly available (Fürer, 2020).
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Speaker diarization is the practice of determining who speaks when in audio
recordings. Psychotherapy research often relies on labor intensive manual diarization.
Unsupervised methods are available but yield higher error rates. We present a method
for supervised speaker diarization based on random forests. It can be considered
a compromise between commonly used labor-intensive manual coding and fully
automated procedures. The method is validated using the EMRAI synthetic speech
corpus and is made publicly available. It yields low diarization error rates (M: 5.61%,
STD: 2.19). Supervised speaker diarization is a promising method for psychotherapy
research and similar fields.
Keywords: supervised speaker diarization, psychotherapy process measure, dyadic audio analysis, EMRAI
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INTRODUCTION
Human interaction is organized by interpersonal coordination that manifests itself in temporally
coordinated behavior. Interpersonal coordination can be broadly grouped into behavior matching
and interpersonal synchrony, which involve the rhythmic and “smooth meshing of interaction”
over time (Bernieri and Rosenthal, 1991). During the dyadic interactions of psychotherapy, patients
and therapists have been shown to synchronize in verbal, non-verbal, and physiological behavior
(Marci et al., 2007; Ramseyer and Tschacher, 2008; Lord et al., 2015; Koole and Tschacher,
2016; Kleinbub, 2017). A growing body of empirical research has associated the degree to
which interpersonal synchrony is present during therapy with therapeutic outcome (Ramseyer
and Tschacher, 2014), empathy (Marci et al., 2007; Imel et al., 2014; Lord et al., 2015), the
formation of the therapeutic relationship (Ramseyer and Tschacher, 2011), personality traits
(Tschacher et al., 2018), and emotion regulation (Galbusera et al., 2019; Soma et al., 2019). Due
to their integrative value, processes of interpersonal synchrony have thus moved to the center
of attention of psychotherapy research and related fields (Ramseyer and Tschacher, 2006). In the
case of non-verbal movement synchrony, motion energy analysis has become a widespread tool
to quantify movement from video (Ramseyer, 2013). It is made available through standalone
software (Ramseyer, 2019), a MATLAB implementation (Altmann, 2013), and an R-package for
synchronization analysis and visualization (Kleinbub and Ramseyer, 2019). This allows researchers
to engage non-verbal synchrony in an automized, objective, reproducible, and non-labor-intensive
fashion in their respective setting and has accelerated research on non-verbal movement synchrony
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in the clinical dyad (Delaherche et al., 2012). In the same line,
autonomic measures (heart rate, skin conductance, breathing)
applied in the field of interpersonal physiology (Kleinbub, 2017)
also benefit from accessible measurement in the naturalistic
setting (Weippert et al., 2010; Pijeira-Díaz et al., 2016; Barrios
et al., 2019). In contrast, studies on vocal quality or vocal
coordination have not gained the same amount of attention (Imel
et al., 2014; Reich et al., 2014; Tomicic et al., 2017; Soma et al.,
2019; Zimmermann et al., 2020). This is somewhat surprising
because audio recordings are a widely used tool for educational,
scientific, and supervisory activities (Aveline, 1992) and, in
comparison to video or physiological measures, are non-invasive
and inexpensive to attain in high quality. However, while the
processing of non-verbal movement or physiological measures
is facilitated through software solutions and devices, postprocessing of audio for quantitative statistics can be strenuous
due to speaker diarization (Anguera et al., 2012).

As described, regarding diarization practices in psychotherapy
research, researchers tend to rely either on manual coding,
which makes research very cost intensive, or they resort to
fully automized unsupervised methods. In order to overcome
this obstacle and to accelerate scientific undertakings on
audio recordings in psychotherapeutic settings, we introduce a
method for supervised speaker diarization, developed to work
for standard single microphone audio recordings of dyadic
talk psychotherapies. Considering the workload, the supervised
method is a compromise between work intensive manual
annotation and error prone unsupervised methods. It involves
creating a learning set and introducing a learning step prior to
automatically diarizing the whole data set.

AIM OF THIS STUDY
The aim of this study is to present a supervised method for
dyadic speaker diarization based on a random forest algorithm.
The method is tested using a freely available speech corpus.
In the future, this will allow testing alternative methods and
refinements of the current method on the same data set. The code
has been made publicly available (Fürer, 2020). The procedure
has been aggregated to one function and the preparations
to run the function have been documented. We hope that
this allows researchers with minimal coding experience or
unfamiliar with MATLAB to carry out analyses on their own.
The method is conceptualized in MATLAB and relies on readily
available components (Segbroeck et al., 2013; Giannakopoulos
and Pikrakis, 2014). We hypothesize that the method will
produce diarization error rates comparable to current supervised
diarization methods employed in other fields (below 10% per
dyad; Zhang et al., 2019). Based on using random forest
algorithm, we further hypothesize that the dyadic out-of-bag
error rate (explained below) will positively correlate with the
dyadic diarization error calculated on a test set. In future studies,
this would allow quality checks on a dyadic level without
producing a separate test set.

SPEAKER DIARIZATION IN
PSYCHOTHERAPY RESEARCH
Speaker diarization is the practice of determining who speaks
when (Anguera et al., 2012). In other words, diarization means
creating a feature stream indicating speaker identity over time.
Diarization in psychotherapy research is currently practiced in
two different ways. On one side researchers rely on manual
annotation of speaker identity, being time intensive but accurate
(Imel et al., 2014; Reich et al., 2014; Soma et al., 2019). On the
other side researchers rely on unsupervised automated methods,
presenting with a minor work intensity but also with higher
error rates (Xiao et al., 2015; Nasir et al., 2017a,b). The term
“unsupervised” indicates that the system is not given prior
knowledge as to how the speakers are embodied in the audio
features. Mostly, the audio stream is segmented into speaker
homogenous segments, which then are clustered (Tranter and
Reynolds, 2006). In the field of psychotherapy research, studies
have used unsupervised methods producing diarization error
rates above 10%. For example, Xiao et al. (2015) used automatic
speech recognition in motivational interviewing to produce textbased empathy scores of sessions and compare them with human
empathy ratings. They employed a clustering based unsupervised
diarization procedure that produced an error of 18.1%. Nasir et al.
(2017b) predicted the outcome of couple therapy using speech
features. The audio stream was segmented to indicate speaker
changes based on generalized likelihood ratio criteria, which
then are clustered to provide speaker-homogenous segments.
Average pitch information in these segments are then used to
provide a speaker annotation (wife or husband). They report a
diarization error rate of 27.6%. While fully automated diarization
procedures are appealing, diarization error rates can substantially
be improved when introducing a learning step into the procedure,
based on a small quantity of pure data (Sinclair and King, 2013).
This relates to the idea of supervised machine learning. A recent
study on a new fully supervised speaker diarization method using
recurrent neural networks reported an error rate of 7.6% on a
corpus of telephone calls (Zhang et al., 2019).
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METHODS
Random Forest
The presented method for supervised speaker diarization in
dyadic psychotherapy is based on a random forest algorithm.
While machine learning methods in general have gained
attention in psychological research (Orrù et al., 2020), random
forests can be considered a rather understandable machine
learning algorithm that has already found its way into
psychotherapy research (Imel et al., 2015; Masías et al., 2015;
Husain et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2017; Wallert et al., 2018; ZilchaMano, 2019; Rubel et al., 2020; Zimmermann et al., 2020). The
random forest algorithm is a machine learning classifier based
on decision trees (Kotsiantis, 2013). The random forest combines
a certain amount of decision trees in a single prediction model
and is consequently also called an ensemble learner. It can
be employed for regression or classification problems. When
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confronted with classification problems, the decision is a majority
vote over all trees in the ensemble, which, in ensemble format,
provides greater accuracy (Breiman, 2001). Major advantages
of the random forest algorithm are that it is insensitive to
multicollinearity in the input data and to variables that do not
contribute to the classification strength (Imel et al., 2015). In our
setting this is of importance since we don’t know which variables
will be important for which dyad, and it is assumed that speech
features may be highly correlated. The “random” in random
forest refers to the usage of a random subsample of variables
and a random subsample of data entries in the learning set when
growing each tree (Husain et al., 2016). The process of randomly
selecting a subsample of data entries without replacement for
the training of each tree is called bagging (Breiman, 2001). This
bagging process allows for the calculation of an out-of-bag error
rate, which can be considered an estimate for the generalization
error (Breiman, 1996). For each entry in the learning set the
trees not using this specific entry for learning can be identified.
They are called the out-of-bag classifier. The out-of-bag error is
the error produced by the out-of-bag classifier, estimated using
only the learning set. Given our use case, the possibility to
estimate the generalization error with only the learning set is
useful: If we apply this method to new and real psychotherapy
audio and calculate the out-of-bag error on the learning data, we
can estimate the overall strength of the prediction in each dyad,
informing us for which dyads the diarization worked well and for
which it didn’t. We therefore report the correlation of the dyadic
out-of-bag error with the dyadic speaker error (explained below)
calculated in the separate test set.

synthetic diarization corpus thereby offers an opportunity for
testing diarization systems built for the context of the dyadic
conversations as given in talk therapy.

Silence Detection and Voice Activity
Detection
For silence detection, an algorithm calculates an individual
intensity threshold value for each session recording. For more
information, please refer to the source code (Fürer, 2020). The
result of silence detection is a vector indicating silence and
non-silence windows in the audio file. In a second step, voice
activity detection is performed using a robust and competitive
voice activity detection system for MATLAB developed by
Segbroeck et al. (2013). This differentiates between voice and
noise in the non-silence windows. Voice activity detection
was performed over the whole audio, not only in nonsilence windows. The procedure feeds contextually expanded
spectral cues related to speech (spectral shape, spectro-temporal
modulations, harmonicity, and the spectral variability) to a
standard Multilayer Perceptron classifier (Segbroeck et al., 2013).

Feature Extraction
In order to allow the classifier to accurately differentiate between
patient and therapist speech, appropriate features need to be
extracted from the audio file. We aimed at using an existing
and open source MATLAB library to make the procedure
replicable by others. Features are provided by the MATLAB
Audio Analysis Library and its function “stFeatureExtraction”
(Theodoros and Aggelos, 2014). The function yields a total
of 35 audio features: energy, zero-crossing rate, entropy of
energy, two spectral centroids, spectral entropy, spectral flux,
spectral flux roll-off, 13 Mel-frequency coefficients, 12 chroma
vectors, harmonic ratio, and mean fundamental frequency.
All audio features and their calculations are described in
detail in the introductory publication accompanying the library
(Giannakopoulos and Pikrakis, 2014). Here, we will focus our
description on the Mel-frequency coefficients (MFCCs), since
they are crucial features for speaker diarization (Friedland
et al., 2009). The calculation of MFCCs takes into account
that our perception of the frequency spectrum is not linear
(Goldstein, 2010). We perceive differences in lower frequencies
as more predominant than differences in higher frequencies. This
non-linear relationship is represented by the mel scale, a function
which, informed by psychoacoustics, mimics the human auditory
system (Zhou et al., 2011). First, the audio signal is represented
in the frequency domain by calculating the log discrete Fourier
transform. The power spectrum then is submitted to a mel-scale
filter bank consisting of overlapping triangular bandpass filters.
Their bandwidth and spacing are given by a linear mel scale
interval (Umesh et al., 1999). That way, the frequency spectrum
is filtered (warped) in the same way, as it is thought to be
filtered in the auditory system. MFCCs are then provided as the
discrete cosine transform of the mel-filtered log power spectrum,
providing coefficients in the time scale (Kathania et al., 2019). The
authors of the MATLAB Audio Analysis Library have calculated
MFCCs according to Slaney (1998).

Supervised Diarization in Dyadic
Psychotherapy
The dyadic nature of talk therapy allows for an assumption to
simplify the otherwise more complicated diarization process:
the number of speakers is known, two in this case. Relating to
the idea of supervised learning, here, a classifier is given prior
knowledge as to how the two speakers are embodied in the
input features (supervised diarization). Fortunately, inside the
context of psychotherapy research, the classifiers do not have to
be generalizable to different dyads, but rather, multiple classifiers
can be trained, each one specialized to diarize one dyad only. The
necessary steps involve: (1) creation of a learning set for each dyad
(human coder), (2) automatic silence detection, (3) automatic
voice activity detection, (4) feature extraction, (5) learning to
provide a dyadic classifier, (6) prediction in one dyad, and (7) data
aggregation. The steps are explained below.

EMRAI Synthetic Diarization Corpus
The supervised diarization method is tested on the EMRAI
Synthetic Diarization Corpus (Edwards et al., 2018). This corpus
is based on the LibriSpeech Corpus (Panayotov et al., 2015),
namely recordings of English audiobooks. The manual labeling
of audio data for training purposes is extremely time intensive.
Thus, the authors of the corpus have synthetically created
both 2-person and 3-person “dialogues” with and without
overlap by sequentially arranging spoken parts. The EMRAI
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error (SpE, percentage of times the wrong speaker is predicted),
(2) missed speech (MSp, percentage of times silence is predicted
instead of speech), (3) false alarm speech (FASp, percentage of
times speech is predicted instead of silence), and (4) overlap error
(percentage of times overlapped speech is not assigned to one
of the respective speakers). Given our choice of using 2-person
non-overlapping speech, the diarization error rate (DER) is
reported as the sum of the first three errors (Reynolds and TorresCarrasquillo, 2005). SpE, MSp, and FASp are reported as mean
values with standard deviations over all dyads, same-sex dyads,
and different-sex dyads. The sampling frequencies (fs) of the
corpus and our prediction stream were different (fs corpus = 100,
fs prediction stream = 10) insofar as 10 windows at a time of the
corpus are summarized to match one window of our prediction.
Transitional windows, where more than one classification was
present in the corpus windows to be summarized (both speech
and silence), are excluded from the analyses.
We also hypothesized that the dyadic out-of-bag error
would be a useful measure to control for the quality of
the diarization (speaker annotation) in any specific dyad. We
report the correlation between the dyadic out-of-bag error
and the dyadic SpE.

In addition to the features provided by the MATLAB Audio
Analysis Library, we calculated HF500, being a voice quality ratio
between high spectral energy (above 500 Hz up to 3500 Hz)
and low spectral energy (80–500 Hz). It has extensively been
used in arousal quantification from speech (Bone et al., 2014;
Chen et al., 2016).
All features, including silence and voice activity detection,
are calculated in non-overlapping windows of 0.1 s in width,
and all features have been used in training and predicting the
diarization models.

Learning and Classification
The described features are then used to train a random forest
classifier per dyad to predict speaker identity based of the features
using the available speaker annotations from the learning set.
Only spoken parts (labeled with person-1 or person-2 speech,
no silence) were introduced to the learning set. To illustrate, the
learning set would contain the timestamps (start of utterance
and stop of utterance) and a variable of speaker identity of all
utterances for person-1 and person-2 in the first 10 min of the
recording. Using the corresponding features, an ensemble of
500 trees is trained for each dyad, using Breiman’s algorithm
(Breiman, 2001). All EMRAI dialogues of length bigger than
20 min (n = 107) were selected. The first 10 min of each
dialogue were chosen for learning purposes, while minutes 10–
20 were used as a test set. This simulates the creation of a
learning set in a naturalistic setting. Using 10 min of audio in
the learning material means that each speaker is represented by
less than 5 min of speech (Mean: 4.17 min, Std: 0.38). After
training, the classifier is then used to predict speaker identity
in the independent test set (minutes 10–20 of the respective
recording), resulting in classifications of either person-1-speech
or person-2-speech. Please note that the classifier would also
yield a decision for actual silence windows; it was not trained
to discriminate between silence, noise, and spoken parts. This
requires aggregating information to a final decision.

RESULTS
Total DER, Speaker Error, Missed
Speech, False-Alarm Speech
Table 1 provides an overview over error rates. Although total
mean DER can be considered low, there are differences between
dyads, as already implied by higher error rates for same sex
dyads than different sex dyads, t(61) = 4.16, p = 1.01e-04. While
the error produced through silence detection and voice activity
detection (MSp + FASp) seems to show high stability throughout
dyads (Mean: 3.11, Std: 1.27), SpE is more prone to vary over
dyads (Mean: 2.50, Std: 2.12). This is confirmed by the correlation
of the total DER and the SpE, r(105) = 0.83, p = 1.24e-28. This
implies that the variability in total DER is mainly produced by
the SpE. Forty of 107 dyads presented a total DER below 5%.
Ninety-one of 107 dyads had a total DER below 7.5%. Five dyads
showed total DER above 10%. Hence there are dyads for which
the method had somewhat increased DER (16 dyads with DER
above 7.5%). Mean FASp error rates are below 1%, mean MSp
error rates are located just above 2%.
As expected, the dyadic out-of-bag error did correlate
positively with the dyadic SpE, providing evidence for the
usefulness of the out-of-bag error to estimate the quality of
the diarization for specific dyads (r(105) = 0.85, p = 1.65e-30,
see Figure 1).

Data Aggregation
After classification is acquired, three information streams must be
aggregated in order to produce a final diarization vector. Results
of silence detection (silence or no silence), voice activity detection
(voiced or unvoiced), and random forest based diarization
(person-1 or person-2 speech) are combined to a feature stream
of 0.1s segments of either non-speech, person-1-speech, or
person-2-speech according to the following rules: Windows
classified as silence by the silence detection remain unchanged.
Non-silence windows, however, are replaced by the information
stream of the voice activity detection resulting in a combined
stream indicating silence, non-speech/noise, and speech. The
windows classified as speech are then replaced by the person1-speech and person-2-speech labels obtained by the respective
classifier. The resulting vector contains the labels “non-speech”
(silence or noise), “person-1-speech,” and “person-2-speech.”

TABLE 1 | Mean error rates (Std) in percent over all dyads (n = 107), same-sex
dyads (n = 44), and different-sex dyads (n = 63).

Error Reporting and Data Set

Total DER

The performance of a speaker diarization method is assessed
via the diarization error rate (Barras et al., 2006), a measure
comprised of the sum of the following elements: (1) speaker
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org
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Speaker Error

MSp

FASp

All dyads

5.61 (2.19)

2.50 (2.12)

2.60 (1.07)

0.51 (0.88)

Same-sex dyads

6.48 (2.57)

3.60 (2.58)

2.47 (0.98)

0.41 (0.75)

Different-sex dyads

5.01 (1.64)

1.74 (1.28)

2.69 (1.13)

0.57 (1.04)
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FIGURE 1 | Dyadic speaker error (e.g., speaker-1 predicted instead of speaker-2 and vice versa) in percent against dyadic out-of-bag error over all dyads (n = 107),
r(105) = 0.85, p = 1.65e-30.

DISCUSSION

method. The availability of the corpus allows other researchers
to present results of other methods on the same data set or
allows the test of the impact of improvements to the here
proposed method.
The method shows satisfying diarization error rates (Mean:
5.61, Std: 2.19), comparable to other fully supervised methods
(Zhang et al., 2019). Error rates are higher for same sex dyads
(Mean: 6.48, Std: 2.57) than for different sex dyads (Mean: 5.01,
Std: 1.64), t(61) = 4.16, p = 1.01e-04. This result is expected. The
classifier is faced with features of higher degree in similarity when
dealing with same-sex dyads, resulting in higher error rates. The
difference of diarization error in those groups is mainly due to
speaker error (confusion of the classifier toward the distinction
of speaker one and speaker two). Speaker error and the total
diarization error correlate with r(105) = 0.83, p = 1.24e-28,
indicating that the total diarization error is mainly produced by
speaker error, while missed speech and false alarm speech errors
are more stable across dyads. While false alarm speech rates are
substantially low (below 1%), missed speech rates are located
around 2.5%. Low false alarm speech rates reflect the additional
use of silence detection, which has shown to be very robust in
differentiating silence windows from non-silence windows. Post
hoc analyses for silence detection over the whole test set (all dyads
together) reveal a miss rate (non-silence predicted instead of

Speaker diarization in psychotherapy research has both been
performed in a manual, time-consuming (Imel et al., 2014; Reich
et al., 2014; Soma et al., 2019), and, alternatively, unsupervised,
automated fashion (Xiao et al., 2015; Nasir et al., 2017a,b).
For certain scientific contexts, a supervised procedure can
be favorable, as it greatly reduces effort (manpower, time,
and costs) compared to manual diarization and yields low
error rates. In this study, we have described a method for
supervised speaker diarization feasible for the dyadic nature
of talk therapy. The method requires that the user manually
creates a learning set of approximately 5 min cumulative length
per speaker. A random forest classifier is trained from the
learning set, one for each dyad, using speech features extracted
by the MATLAB Audio Analysis Library (Giannakopoulos and
Pikrakis, 2014). The classifier is then set out to diarize the
whole amount of data (sessions) of this respective dyad. The
distinction between voiced and unvoiced windows is made
using an already existing procedure for voice activity detection
by Segbroeck et al. (2013) and a custom silence detection
algorithm. The method is made publicly available (Fürer, 2020).
A major advantage of the study is that an open source
speech corpus was used to present first results of the proposed
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silence) of 0.70% and a false alarm rate (silence predicted instead
of non-silence) of 1.51%. Considering the synthetic nature of the
corpus used in this study, where the audio files of the corpus
contain only silence or speech (no noise), voice activity detection
may seem needless besides silence detection. In an environment,
where one can be sure that no noise occurs (only speech or
silence), the sole use of silence detection can be considered
favorable. For later use of the method on naturalistic data,
however, where noise may well be part of the equation, voice
activity detection is indispensable and is therefore introduced as
well. Both silence detection and voice activity detection have been
incorporated in the code published (Fürer, 2020).
For 16 (out of 107) dyads, total diarization error exceeds 7.5%.
When working with real psychotherapy data, it would be practical
to be able to identify these dyads without creating a separate test
set. Therefore, we tested whether the out-of-bag error presents
a good estimate for the dyadic speaker error. The correlation
showed to be high, r(105) = 0.85, p = 1.65e-30. We argue that
the out-of-bag error can be used to make assumptions toward the
quality of diarization, maybe leading to the exclusion of specific
dyads, for reasons of error management. It is encouraged for
future research to include the out-of-bag error as moderator
variable to control for noise.

While using a speech corpus may allow testing future
improvements, future studies should invest in testing the
proposed procedure on real psychotherapy data in order to
clarify concerns toward the validity of results. For an application
example of the procedure we refer the reader to the study of
Zimmermann et al. (2020), which is using the method presented
here to analyze the impact of silence across speaker switching
patterns in psychotherapy sessions. Dyadic out-of-bag errors
were comparable to the errors found here (Mean: 5.3%, Std = 3.3).
In light of the growing interest in interpersonal processes in
psychotherapy, the supervised diarization applied in the study
at hand may facilitate the exploration of dyadic vocal and
conversational processes that may be linked to change processes,
treatment outcome, diagnoses, and patient characteristics. Also,
it may facilitate process research to uncover trajectories of
variables of interest based on audio recordings. By catalyzing
studies concerned with speech and conversational measures,
psychotherapy research will gain in rater-independent, objective
measures that can widely be used by various research groups and
thereby provide results that are comparable and reproducible.
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LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES
In comparison to manual annotations of speaker identity,
unsupervised and supervised procedures of speaker diarization
will be error prone. It is therefore important for future studies
of this realm to report how and to what extent diarization
errors influence the research findings at hand. As we reported,
the out-of-bag error can be used for this purpose. However,
there are no clear guidelines, for example, indicating the need
to exclude a dyad for reasons of untolerable diarization error.
Consequently, researchers are encouraged to at least publish
diarization error rates and to test whether study results correlate
with the diarization errors found.
Further, applying machine learning methods to
psychotherapeutic data involves experience in programming.
Proximity to data scientific or machine learning colleagues is
not always guaranteed for workgroups invested in psychotherapy
research. It was therefore important to us to publish the code
used in this study (Fürer, 2020). The procedure is summarized to
one function and an extensive explanation of preprocessing steps
is given, in order to make it applicable by users with minimal
coding experience.
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S2: Silence in the psychotherapy of adolescents with borderline personality pathology
.e second paper can be regarded as a natural extension of the devised method, providing ﬁrst
results on the simplest variable of interpersonal coordination devisable from the conversational process:
silence. Silence is a co-production of patient and the therapist and happens either between same speaker
speaking turns or between speaker switches (Cuttler et al., 2019). AIT advises therapists to hold an
active stance and discourages the use of silence as a therapeutic technique (Foelsch et al., 2014). We
assumed that most silences are unintentional. In manner of before mentioned relational assumptions, we
hypothesized that silence co-occurs in sessions where the ongoing mutual communication and regulation
of self-states is resinous. We proposed that silence embodies a decoupling of the patient and therapist’s
cognitive dyadic self-organization and indicates a shift to more private thought processes of the
interlocutors (Laroche et al., 2014). While rhythmic patterns facilitate information processing and
interpersonal predictions (Jaﬀe et al., 2001), silence episodes accompany a halt in the information ﬂow
between patient and therapist. Phenomenologically, they are also part of the withdrawal rupture code
“minimal response”, which was rated with the highest frequency in this study sample (Schenk et al.,
2019, 2020).
Further we hypothesized that the smoothness of the dyadic exchange is hindered by higher
deﬁcits in personality functioning, and we validated the session-wise amount of silence using patient
ratings of smoothness (Foubert, 2017, 2018; Foubert et al., 2020). In a more clinical hypothesis, we
tested the clinical stance that silences as a therapeutic technique should be depreciated in adolescent
patients with BPD, by predicting patient ratings of the goodness of the session with the amount of
silence.
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Abstract
Silence in psychotherapy has been associated with different, sometimes opposing meanings.
This study investigated silence during adolescent identity treatment (AIT) in adolescent patients
with borderline personality pathology. A more active therapeutic approach with less silence is
advised in AIT. It was hypothesized that a session with more silence might be negatively
perceived by adolescent patients. A total of 382 sessions that involved 21 female patients were
analyzed. Silence was automatically detected from audio recordings. Diarization (segmenting
an audio according to speaker identity) was performed. The patient’s perception of the sessions
was measured with the Session Evaluation Questionnaire. The amount of silence in the different
speaker-switching patterns was not independent of one other. This finding supports the
hypothesis of mutual attunement of patient and therapist concerning the amount of silence in a
given session. Sessions with less silence were rated as being both smoother and better. The
potential implications for clinical practice are discussed. The investigation of turn-taking and
interpersonal temporal dynamics is relevant for psychotherapy research. The topic can be
addressed efficiently using automated procedures.

Keywords: silence, session impact, personality pathology, adolescence, psychotherapy
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Introduction
Silence during psychotherapy and, generally, during conversation can be defined as the
meaningful absence of speech. It appears as transitional gaps between speakers or as pauses
between units of the same speaker (Heldner & Edlund, 2010). Psychotherapy can be described
as a specialized speech exchange system in which the conversation takes characteristic forms
in the pursuit of a specific effect (Levinson, 2016).
In psychotherapy, silence is sometimes associated with client resistance or withdrawal
(Daniel, Folke, Lunn, Gondan, & Poulsen, 2018). In contrast, silence is also considered to be
one of the psychotherapist’s tools (Buchholz, 2018; Ladany, Hill, Thompson, & O’Brien,
2006). In line with previous impressions, Levitt (2001) showed that the scientific literature
associates silence in psychotherapy with various meanings and that there is no homogeneous
understanding of silence: Silence in the psychotherapeutic process can be obstructive,
productive, or neutral.
It is important to diagnose borderline personality disorder (BPD) already in adolescence
(Chanen, Sharp, Hoffman, & Global Alliance for Prevention and Early Intervention for
Borderline Personality Disorder, 2017). Subthreshold BPD in adolescents is associated with
comparable deficits as full-blown BPD in adolescents in terms of psychopathological distress
and the impact on health-related quality of life (Kaess, Fischer-Waldschmidt, Resch, & Koenig,
2017). The term borderline personality pathology (BPP) will subsequently be used to designate
both these populations (subthreshold and full-blown BPD).
Early BPP treatment is important to limit deficits in psychosocial functioning and its
consequences for the patients’ personal development (Chanen, Jovev, & Jackson, 2007;
Chanen, Jovev, McCutcheon, Jackson, & McGorry, 2008; Chanen et al., 2009; Miller,
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Muehlenkamp, & Jacobson, 2008). Furthermore, experts broadly agree on the necessity of
specialized interventions.
At least four manualized therapeutic approaches for adolescents with BPP are currently
available: dialectical behavior therapy for adolescents (DBT-A), mentalization-based treatment
for adolescents (MBT-A), adolescent identity treatment (AIT), and schema-focused
psychotherapy for adolescents (SFT-A; Fleischhaker et al., 2011; Foelsch et al., 2014; Loose,
2015; Rossouw & Fonagy, 2012). AIT is a psychodynamic approach for the treatment of
personality disorders in adolescents. It integrates modified elements of transference-focused
psychotherapy (TFP: Kernberg, Yeomans, Clarkin, & Kenneth, 2008) with psychoeducation,
behavior-oriented home plans, and a stronger focus on working with parents and family. As in
TFP, the main techniques of AIT are clarification, confrontation, and interpretation, with
emphasis on affects in the here and now, as well as the dominant object-relationship dyads.
During the psychoeducation portion of the treatment, both patients and parents are informed
about the etiology and course of symptoms, as well as the specificities of relationship building
and maintenance, autonomy, limit setting, and affect regulation in the adolescent BPD patients.
A written home-plan organizes the overt behavioral interactions between the adolescent and
his/her family, provides rewards and consequences for behavior, and clarifies discrepancies in
perception between the adolescents and their family.
One of the adaptations of AIT to its targeted adolescent population is the emphasis on
an active therapeutic style, with a more careful and reduced use of silence by the
psychotherapist compared to the treatment of adults. This adaptation is due to the idea that
longer silences are counterproductive in the treatment of adolescents. This view can be
understood considering that the conversational styles of adults and adolescents differ:
adolescents tend to use faster speech rates and less pausing (Beaumont, 1995; Beaumont &
Wagner, 2004).
5
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Gensler (2015) describes that it might not be natural for adolescents to talk and open up
to their parents or their therapists, their answers are usually brief, and it is difficult to get into a
conversation. The therapist is often required to work hard to get the conversation running. In
this situation, an attitude of genuine interest and curiosity toward the adolescent (which is
emphasized by AIT and other manualized therapeutic approaches for adolescents with BPP, for
example DBT-A or MBT-A) is described as helpful. This problem might be accentuated in
adolescents with BPP because BPD affects interpersonal relationships as well as the therapeutic
work, in the sense that building trust and stable relationships is problematic (McCutcheon,
Chanen, Fraser, Drew, & Brewer, 2007; McMain, Boritz, & Leybman, 2015; Sansone &
Sansone, 2013). The current study investigated the occurrence of silence during psychotherapy
sessions and its association with the rating of the respective session by the patients. We
hypothesized that more silence is associated with a more negative perception of the session.
The perception of the session was measured with the dimensions “smoothness” and “goodness”
of the Session Evaluation Questionnaire (SEQ: Stiles et al., 1994).
The scientific literature provides vast evidence that depressive symptoms are correlated
to a lower speech pace and more silences (Cummins et al., 2015; Ellgring & Scherer, 1996;).
Therefore, we considered the level of depression as a potentially confounding factor.
Furthermore, we considered the patients’ level of personality functioning as a potentially
confounding factor.
Based on previous research in the context of psychotherapy, silence was defined as the
absence of speech for three or more seconds (Daniel et al., 2018; Frankel et al., 2006; Stringer
et al., 2010). One must consider that silences in a dyadic setting are bound to occur in one of
four possible speaker-switching patterns:
Therapist speaking turn – silence – patient speaking turn (T_P);
6
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Patient speaking turn – silence – therapist speaking turn (P_T);
Therapist pauses and continues speaking after the silence (T_T);
Patient pause (P_P).
Silence is a co-production between the patient and the therapist (i.e. any speaker could in theory
speak at any time). It has been shown that interlocutors tend to match the duration of pauses
(Jaffe et al., 2001). Therefore, it is expected that silence can be evaluated as an overall
phenomenon for the purpose of this study. Given that the manual detection of silence is very
work intense (Daniel et al., 2018; Frankel et al., 2006), the current study employed automatic
silence detection.

Method
This study is part of the multi-center study ‘Evaluation of Adolescent Identity Treatment’
(Schmeck et al., 2018; Zimmermann et al., 2018) that has been registered at clinicaltrials.gov.
(NCT02518906). The current analyses are based on the entire available data collected at one
participating center (Psychiatric Hospitals of the University of Basel). Ethical approval was
obtained from the local ethics committee. All adolescents, their parents, and the therapists
provided written informed consent.
Sample
The sample comprised 382 psychotherapeutic sessions that were planned to last for
approximately 50 minutes each. They stemmed from 21 AIT psychotherapies of female
adolescent patients with BPP. The following inclusion criteria were applied for the patients:
age 13–19 years; three or more BPD criteria (Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis
II Personality Disorders [SCID-II]; First, Gibbon, Spitzer, Williams, & Benjamin, 1997); and
identity diffusion according to the Assessment of Identity Development in Adolescence (AIDA;
7
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total t score > 60; Goth et al., 2012; Lind, Vanwoerden, Penner, & Sharp, 2019). Although the
recruitment was open to male and female patients, only two male patients were enrolled.
Consequently, the male patients were excluded from the current analyses to increase the
homogeneity of the sample. The mean age of the remaining 21 female patients was 16.3 (SD =
1.6) years. Fifteen patients presented with BPD and six with sub-threshold-BPD (three or four
fulfilled BPD criteria in SKID-II). Six patients dropped out of treatment but were included in
this study (one of them continued with a new therapist, but these sessions were not included in
the current study). In two patients, there was a therapist change because the therapist switched
occupations. For these cases, only the sessions with the first therapists were included (for
statistical reasons). Eleven recordings of therapeutic sessions were missing due to technical
difficulties or human failure. Figure A in the Appendix shows the available sessions for each
patient. Eight psychotherapists were involved in the current study, two of whom were male.
Assessments and Data Acquisition
All instruments and their time of administration used in this study are described in detail
elsewhere (Zimmermann et al., 2018). The following section will focus on the instruments
relevant for the current analyses. At baseline (before the start of psychotherapy), the level of
personality functioning was measured with the LoPF-Q 12–18 total score (Goth, Birkhölzer, &
Schmeck, 2018). This measure consists of 97 5-point Likert-type items and was constructed
specifically for adolescent populations. The LoPF model encompasses four dimensions, two of
which are self-related (identity and self-direction), and two are of an interpersonal nature
(empathy and intimacy). The dimensions have a pathological and healthy pole and can be
summed to a total score that represents the severity of personality pathology in terms of
personality functioning with high values indicating severe personality pathology. The total
score differentiated those adolescents with personality disorders from a school sample with a
large effect size (d = 2.1 SD).
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Depression was evaluated with the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II: Beck, Ward,
Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961); the total score was used. Validity, internal, consistency
and reliability of the BDI-II have been shown to be good in German-speaking samples (Kühner,
Bürger, Keller, & Hautzinger, 2007).
The psychotherapeutic sessions were video and audio recorded using a boundary
microphone mounted to the adjacent wall between the patient and therapist—no more than 1 m
from both subjects. The recordings were cut to include only the actual psychotherapeutic
process from the moment the therapist invited the patient to start the session in a sitting position
to the moment the therapist terminated the session. Audio files were extracted from the video
files using MATLAB software (MATLAB Release 2017b, 2017).
After each session, the session smoothness and goodness were rated with the SEQ (Stiles
et al., 1994). The instructions for this read: “Please circle the appropriate number to show how
you feel about this session”; the items are answered on a 7-point Likert type scale. Goodness
was evaluated by means of one item that asked the patient to rate the session from good to bad.
Extraction of Absence-of-Speech Segments
To extract absence-of-speech segments, a MATLAB-based vocal activity detector
frontend was used. The authors of the detector reported equal error rates below 3% (Van
Segbroeck, Tsiartas, & Narayanan, 2013). Single and unconnected windows identified as
speech were reclassified as silence because these windows likely resulted from noise (Heldner
& Edlund, 2010). The output of the voice activity detector system was adapted to 0.2-second
windows, a design that preserves speech in case of contradictory predictions in a window.
Speaker Diarization
Speaker diarization (determining who is speaking and when; Anguera et al., 2012) was
performed based on a semi-automatic procedure. A human scientific assistant extracted
9
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learning material, which was then used to train a machine learning algorithm to perform
diarization of the complete material. The learning set was extracted for each dyad from two
initial, two middle, and two final sessions. The set comprised a list of start and stop time stamps
of samples of ‘patient speech’ or ‘therapist speech’ set with Audacity software (Audacity Team,
2018). We did not use transcripts. The learning set amounted to approximately five minutes of
voice recordings per speaker. The whole manual procedure took approximately 30 minutes per
dyad. The features for machine learning were calculated in non-overlapping 0.2-second
windows using the command ‘stFeatureExtraction’ from the MATLAB Audio Analysis Library
(n.d.). This function computes 35 basic audio features for each window (e.g. mean fundamental
frequency or mel frequency cepstral coefficients). The features and learning set were then used
in a random forest classifier (Breiman, 2001; Liaw & Wiener, 2002). This decision-tree-based
method learned to classify 0.2-second windows of patient or therapist speech based on the
extracted features. The average out-of-bag error rate for this classification was 5.3% (SD = 3.3).
Samples of the classification were verified by listening to the recording with the patient’s voice
panned to the left and the therapist’s voice panned to the right headphone loudspeaker. To assess
the quality of the performed silence detection and diarization, we performed a test on a free
synthetic speech corpus (Edwards et al., 2018), which showed error rates for our method around
5% on average. Comparison with a manually coded 30-minute extract from one of our therapies
revealed an inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s kappa) of .80 for identification of silence and correct
diarization. The silence detection and diarization method is available open source at the
software repository github (Fuerer, 2020).
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Data Aggregation and Definition of Silence
For each session, data from all 0.2-second windows were obtained, indicating whether it
contained therapists’ speech, patients’ speech or absence of speech. Successive windows
containing the same type of segment were then aggregated; this procedure retained information
about the starting time of the first and the ending time of the last aggregated window. Silence
episodes were defined as segments with 3 or more seconds without speech. The percentage of
cumulative silence duration relative to total session time was used as the main parameter for
the analysis because it combines incidence and duration and is normalized for session length.
The resulting data set comprised four values per session which represent the percentage of
silence in the four speaker switching patterns (P_T, T_P, P_P, and T_T; see the end of the
‘Introduction’).
Data Analyses
Analyses were performed with R (R Core Team, 2018). Given that we suspected nonindependence of silence in the different speaker switching patterns (Jaffe et al., 2001), we used
principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the four silence variables
(P_P, T_T, T_P, and P_T). PCA performs this task by creating new uncorrelated variables that
successively maximize variance. The result is defined by the data at hand and not a priori
(Jolliffe & Cadima, 2016). This analysis helps to increase interpretability with minimal
information loss. We used the function ‘prcomp’ from the R base package, which uses singular
value decomposition on a scaled and centred data matrix.
A linear mixed-effects model was used for hypothesis testing (R package ‘nlme’:
Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2018). For the fixed effects, the silence data
was used as the dependent variable. The session ratings of the patient (smoothness and goodness
of the session) were used as predictors. For the random effects, we initially used a three-level
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model, with the intercept by the therapist as the main effect and the intercept by patient nested
within the therapist (which is the patient-level effect). Thus, level 1 constituted the sessions
(repeated measures), level 2 the ‘patients within therapists’, and level 3 the therapist main
effect. We tested the relevance of the random effects using likelihood ratio tests. Non-relevant
random effects were dropped from the model. This modification was used for the therapist main
effects in all models. Conclusively, only patients (equivalent to a dyad) were used as the
grouping factor in the random effects. The parameter alpha was set to .05 for statistical
significance. The variables were log transformed, where necessary, to fit the model
assumptions. The model assumptions were verified using residual plots and Q–Q plots. The
predictors were centered. The SEQ variables were standardized (z-transformed) per dyad.
Potentially Confounding Factors
Since we suspected an overlap of depression and personality functioning, we performed
PCA on both variables and added the relevant extracted principal components as additional
predictors to the mixed-effects model. Dropout status was controlled for by sub-group analyses.
The course of silence over the sessions was considered using a first-order autocorrelative
structure of the residuals on the patient level.

Results
Description of Silence According to Different Speaker-Switching Patterns
In total, 23,314 silence events were detected in the 382 sessions. The descriptive data are
shown in Table 1. All sessions contained silence events, but not every session contained silence
events of all speaker-switching types. The median silence length was 4 seconds. On average,
70 silence events occurred per session hour, and the mean total duration of silence per session
hour was 6 minutes 9 seconds, which corresponds to 10% of the total time. Therapist pauses
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(T_T) were over-represented in terms of incidence and duration; T_P, P_T and P_P pauses were
more similar in terms of incidence and duration.

Table 1. A Description of the Silence Events in the Adolescent Identity Treatment
Description of silence events (s)*

Pattern
T_P
P_T
P_P
T_T
Total

Median
4.1
4.2
4
4
4

Q1
3.4
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.4

Q3
5.5
5.4
4.7
5
5.3

Max
9.5
8.8
7.7
10.7
13.7

Mean
5
5.1
4.7
5.1
5

Silence aggregated at the session level
Silence
count per
session
hour
12.1
16.1
13.8
28
70

SD
2.4
2.4
2.1
2.5
2.7

Total
duration
per hour
(s)
63.3
87.3
65.3
153.3
369.2

Duration in
% of
(session)
time
1.8
2.4
1.8
4.3
10.3

% sessions
without
silences
2.7
1.5
1.6
0.3
0

Note. * Calculated using a within-session level and then summarized per subject and
between subjects to give each subject equal weight; % session duration (bold) is used as the
main parameter for hypothesis testing; T_P = therapist speaking turn – silence – patient
speaking turn; P_P = patient pause; P_T = patient speaking turn – silence – therapist speaking
turn; P_T = patient speaking turn – silence – therapist speaking turn; T_T = therapist pauses
and continues speaking after the silence.

Correlation of Silence with Session Impact and Patient Pathology
Four principal components (PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4) extracted from the silence
variables (T_P, P_P, T_T, and P_T) explained 52%, 27%, 14%, and 7% of the variance in the
silence data, respectively. Table 2 shows the correlation of the original variables with the
principal components.
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Table 2. Principal Component (PC) Loadings
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4
T_P Silence 0.56 -0.25 0.62 0.49
P_P Silence 0.46 -0.63 -0.21 -0.59
P_T Silence 0.54 0.27 -0.69 0.39
T_T Silence 0.42 0.68 0.31 -0.51
Note. The table shows the correlation of the extracted principal components (PC1, PC2,
PC3, and PC4) with the original silence variables (T_P, P_P, P_T, and T_T); T_P = therapist
speaking turn – silence – patient speaking turn; P_P = patient pause; P_T = patient speaking
turn – silence – therapist speaking turn; P_T = patient speaking turn – silence – therapist
speaking turn; T_T = therapist pauses and continues speaking after the silence.

PC1 correlated positively with all four original silence variables (component loadings
from .42 to .56). This finding is thus consistent with the idea that silence can be evaluated as an
overall phenomenon that is co-produced by the patient and therapist due to mutual attunement
of the speakers. High PC1 values involve more silence in all speaker-switching patterns. PC1
will be used (instead of four separate silence variables T_P, P_P, T_T and P_T) for the
following analyses concerning the correlation of silence with the perception of the sessions.
Notably, PC2 showed a negative correlation between patient and therapist silences, especially
regarding patient and therapist pauses. PC3 and PC4 only explained minor portions of the
variance.
Concerning the potential confounding variable depression and personality pathology,
the PCA revealed a strong PC1 that explained 94% of the variance in both these variables. This
component correlated positively with personality pathology (.99) and positively but weakly
with depression (.16). This result clearly demonstrated that there was almost no variance of
depression in the current sample after considering shared variance with personality functioning.
The resulting PC1 of this PCA was used as confounding variable in the mixed effects-model
(see below).
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Hypothesis Testing
The linear mixed-effects model showed that smoothness of the sessions rated by the
patients was significantly negatively correlated with the PC1 silence component (b = -.32, SE
= .06, t(359) = -5.7, p < .001). This finding indicates that the smoother a session is perceived
by the patients, the less silence emerges in all speaker-switching patterns. Similarly—but
independent from smoothness—sessions with less silence were also considered better by the
patients (b = -.16, SE = .00, t(359) = -2.9, p < .004). Figure 1 shows these correlations in the
single patients.
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Figure 1. Correlation of smoothness and goodness with silence
Each panel (1, 2, 3, …) represents a patient-therapist dyad. Each data point represents a session.
In this figure, the session ratings (smoothness and goodness) and the percentage of silence per
session are standardised (z-scores) at the patient level. SEQ = Session evaluation questionnaire.

The principal component that represented psychopathology was not a significant predictor
of silence (p = .282). To control for dropout status, the patients who remained in treatments and
dropout patients were analyzed separately. For the six dropout cases, the coefficients of
smoothness (b = -.35) and goodness (b = -.15) were similar to the overall sample. The same
was true for the patients remaining in treatment (b of smoothness = -.31, b of goodness = -.16).

Discussion
In the present study, silence was measured during AIT of patients with BPP using
automatic procedures. For this purpose, silence was defined as the absence of speech for 3 or
more seconds. The results showed that silence episodes occurred in all psychotherapy sessions;
on average, they comprised 10% of the total session time. The average maximum silence
episode in a session was 14 seconds in length, which might seem rather short for a
psychotherapeutic setting (comparison with other samples is required) and might be related to
the adolescent population’s conversational style and the active therapeutic stance recommended
in AIT. We hypothesized that sessions with more silence would be perceived as more negative
by the patients. This hypothesis was confirmed because sessions with more silence were
perceived as less smooth; that is, they were rated as more unpleasant, rough, difficult, and
uncomfortable by the patients. At the same time and independent from smoothness, the patients
perceived the sessions with less silence as better. The association of more silence with less
smoothness seems to be particularly robust because it was observable in almost all patients
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(Figure 1). The result concerning smoothness is consistent with the idea that silences in the
psychotherapy might not be well tolerated by the investigated female adolescent patients with
BPP. The additional result concerning goodness of the sessions was somewhat surprising and
underscores that sessions with more silence are not appreciated by this population.
Levitt (2001) showed that the scientific literature associates silence in psychotherapy
with various meanings; there is no homogenous understanding of silence. Our approach
decontextualizes single silence events and sums them into a total amount per session. In this
context, silence can be understood as a general tendency comprises different ‘types’ of silence.
Coordination of timing is not a proper aim of daily interaction (nor of psychotherapy) and likely
emerges from self-organization of the between-persons relational dynamics (Laroche et al.,
2014). We assume that in some cases silences might be introduced intentionally (e.g. by the
therapist). However, considering that we are analyzing a large number of silence events (more
than 23,000 in this study), we think that most silences are not intentional. We think that the
therapist’s best leverage on silence would be through his or her psychotherapeutic stance (e.g.
curious vs. abstinent). In our perspective, silence signifies a decoupling of the patient and
therapist’s cognitive processes and a shift from direct sharing to a mode where the interlocutors’
cognitive processes become more private. Researchers have suggested that the rhythmic
interpersonal relationship is constantly assessed by the interlocutors, with rhythmic patterns
facilitating information processing and interpersonal predictions (Byers, 1976; Jaffe et al.,
2001). We think that silence decreases the predictability of the interlocutor’s current cognitive
processes. Whether silence is valued as problematic or unsmooth depends on the assumptions
that the interlocutors make about their counterpart in a situation with reduced transparency of
the interlocutor’s current cognitive processes. According to this perspective, it is possible that
silence in psychotherapy of adolescents with BPP is (at least occasionally) useful despite a
general tendency of perceiving sessions with more silence as negative. Thus, the result of the
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current study does not support the view that silence should be omitted. However,
psychotherapists might want to proceed with extra care when introducing silences or when
sessions contain a lot of silence. A potential danger might come from the differences of adult
and adolescent conversational styles (including pausing behavior, but also concerning other
parameters). These differences potentially result in a ‘clash in conversational styles’ that can
lead to misunderstandings based on different assumptions of the speakers (Beaumont &
Wagner, 2004) with regard to the significance of silence. To a certain extent, the more active
therapeutic stance recommended by AIT is validated by the current findings. The results are
also relevant for other manualized treatment approaches for BPP in adolescents (i.e., DBT-A,
MBT-A, and SFT-A), which espouse a curious and active therapeutic stance.
It is clear that silence, and even gaps and pauses, convey information to the interlocutors.
Longer gaps and pauses are negatively correlated with the perceived willingness and agreement
to requests (Roberts, Margutti and Takano 2011), and disagreement and rejection become more
likely in normal conversation after longer gaps. Interlocutors are sensitive to relatively small
variations, with a turning point at 700 ms in the investigated non-psychotherapeutic context
(Levinson & Torreira, 2015). It is possible that patients with BPD are more sensitive to a
negative perception of silence: Patients with BPD have a bias toward negative emotions, a
phenomenon that leads to difficulties in interpersonal relations (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013; Carpenter & Trull, 2012). The negative perception of silences in
conversations might be accentuated by this bias. Additionally, hypermentalizing, “a socialcognitive process that involves making assumptions about other people’s mental states that go
so far beyond observable data that others may struggle to see how they are justified” (Sharp &
Vanwoerden, 2015, p. 38), described in these patients, might play a role (Sharp et al., 2013). In
an analogous manner to the discrepancies between adult and adolescent conversational styles,
this bias toward a negative interpretation of social cues in patients with BPD might introduce a
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further danger of silences being misunderstood between the patient and therapist. In view of the
difficulty with alliance building in patients with BPD (McCutcheon et al., 2007; McMain et al.,
2015; Sansone & Sansone, 2013) and the considerable dropout rates (in current study almost
30%), we think that the therapist should be aware that patients might have a tendency to
perceive silence more negatively. To address this difficulty, manualized therapeutic approaches
for adolescents with BPP recommend an active therapeutic stance with genuine curiosity
toward the patient which does not leave room for the occurrence of longer silence episodes. An
alternative approach might be clarification (a technique used in AIT and MBT-A) of the
meaning of silence in the dyad by actively enquiring and explaining. In this context, it is
interesting to note that pauses made by the therapist (T_T) were overrepresented (twice as
frequent and long) in the current analysis. It might be of interest to explain this conversational
pattern (which might be an aspect of the psychotherapeutic context) to the patient.
The amount of silence episodes is only one aspect of the complex intersubjective
temporalities at work in dyadic systems. We think that these relational temporal dynamics are
mostly self-organizing and recommend the article by Laroche et al. (2014) for a deeper
understanding. A complex interpersonal temporal dynamic is essential for human
communication according to this view. We are convinced that certain exchanges are not
possible without the dyadically self-organized mutual attunement to the right temporal
dynamics for the specific exchange at hand. While this aspect might not be something that
psychotherapists can straightforwardly shape because of the inherent complexity, this temporal
dynamic is nevertheless an important and probably underestimated aspect of psychotherapy.
Concerning the intersubjective dynamic of silence, the PCA (see the ‘Correlation of
Silence with Session Impact and Patient Pathology’ section) of the silence variables
representing the different speaker switching patterns identified a first principal component
(PC1) that was positively correlated with silence in all speaker-switching patterns: This
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component explained the majority of the variance in the silence data (52%) and can be
interpreted as representing the result of mutual attunement. Such synchronization concerning
silence was expected based on previous research of turn taking, mainly in mothers and infants
(Jaffe et al., 2001). This observed synchronization might also occur in psychotherapy, making
silence one of the synchronizing modalities in psychotherapy (see Gaume et al., 2019; Imel et
al., 2014; Kleinbub, 2017; Paulick et al., 2017; Reich et al., 2014; Schultz et al., 2016 for other
modalities). Interestingly, the second principal component (PC2), which explained 27% of
variance in the silence data, showed a negative correlation mainly between patient and therapist
pauses. This finding suggests that the intra-speaker silences (pauses) of the two interlocutors
are, by tendency, not long at the same time. These findings of opposite tendencies in the silence
data draw an interesting overall picture of the intercorrelation of silence in the different speakerswitching patterns: While there is mainly synchronization in the amount of silence, there is a
concomitant balancing pattern of silence in the dyadic system concerning pauses. This finding
is supported by similar matching, as well as ‘compensatory’ patterns found in vocal rhythm
coordination (Jaffe et al., 2001).
Limitations and Future Directions
A separate investigation of depression and personality pathology in our sample was not
appropriate because both patient characteristics were intercorrelated, as shown by the PCA. The
study did not find any correlation of silence with patient pathology. One must consider that the
investigation was based on a relatively small and homogeneous sample in which all patients
were diagnosed with BPP. Additionally, depression was not the primary diagnosis; it was only
a comorbidity in this sample. To generate clearer conclusions regarding silence in adolescent
psychotherapy and silence in BPP, group comparisons of psychotherapies should be
investigated in larger samples. For example, it would be of interest to contrast adolescents and
adults, patients with different pathologies and different types of psychotherapeutic
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interventions. Another topic that was not explicitly addressed in this study is the temporal
dynamic of silence in the course of the psychotherapy. This issue was not evaluated because
the sample size and the included dropout patients—who participated in fewer sessions—make
the sample inadequate for conclusively addressing this question. The question is of interest but
should be addressed in larger and more suited samples.
Notably, when considering further research, our proposed method for silence detection is
highly efficient. In this study, the method almost effortlessly captured more than 20,000 silence
episodes (compared to manual coding) in 382 therapeutic sessions. The error rates were good,
especially given that a standard microphone setup was used (only one microphone).
A comparison with more traditional silence characterization methods might help to
understand implications and limitations of the applied automated method: Levitt (2001)
developed the pausing inventory categorization system (PICS), which might be one of the most
utilized silence characterization methods in psychotherapy research. PICS was developed based
on grounded theory analysis and interpersonal process recall interviews. Using a heuristic
approach, three categories were formulated: neutral silence, productive silence, and obstructive
silence. These categories are observer-based ratings that require contextual verbal and
paraverbal cues to be identified (as the silence itself does not contain any information). As
described in Daniel et al. (2018), the application of PICS requires multiple steps: 1) timing of
pauses by first listening the entire sessions and marking pauses directly on the waveform; 2)
rating of speaker switching pattern of each pause; and 3) rating of the silence category. To apply
PICS, the coders require training to achieve a common understanding. The currently applied
automatic method replicates steps one and two of this approach: 1) The detection of pauses
(absence of speech) is achieved by analyzing the waveform with a vocal activity detector
algorithm (see the ‘Extraction of Absence-of-Speech Segments’ section); and 2) the speaker
switching pattern of the silence episode is determined using a diarization algorithm (see the
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‘Speaker Diarization’ section), which also uses features of the waveform. Both of these steps
can be accomplished by algorithms with very good (but not perfect) accuracy. One major
difference between humans and machines is the level of control over the context. Humans will
usually understand what is being said and can notice when something is not right. The
algorithms will only do what they were designed to do. Therefore, it is important that the
researchers know the audio material that they are studying and, additionally, have a basic
understanding of what the algorithm does. Quality and plausibility checks are strongly
recommended. We think that the performance of human coders might currently be better in
steps one and two when working with a limited amount of audio material. However, human
coders have limited sustained attention (vigilance; Warm, Parasuraman, & Matthews, 2008)
and will fluctuate in how accurately they can perform these tasks. Inter-rater reliability for the
identification of speaker switching patterns (step 2) is very good but not perfect when performed
by human coders (Daniel et al., 2018). Finally, when rating manually, the associated workload
is resource intense, a factor that makes it difficult to analyze complete psychotherapies (Frankel
et al., 2006). Step 3 of Levitt’s method, the differentiation of neutral, obstructive, and
productive silence, cannot be automated. However, provided that steps one and two were
performed, human coders could now review the identified silences and rate them accordingly.
While the workload issue presents a handicap for the research context, it offers an
insuperable obstacle when aiming to implement a method in clinical practice. Potentially,
automatic detection of speech parameters might inform supervision in clinical practice.
Whether algorithms can provide clinically useful information is an open research question that
was not addressed by the current study. We think that the presented method could provide the
therapist with meta data on his or her sessions, e.g. whether the current session contains more
or less silence than his or her average session. It could also help the therapist to identify silences
of particular length when reviewing his or her sessions.
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Silence can be analyzed on different levels (e.g. episode or utterance). Given that the
current study analyzed the data on a session level, it is difficult to state the exact meaning of a
given speaker-switching pattern is. For example, it is difficult to consistently characterize the
meaning of a gap after a therapist and before a patient-speaking turn. It is likely that the meaning
of T_P, for example, is not consistent. The summing of these events by session can only provide
an idea of an overall effect (which would not as such be reflected in a single event). The problem
could be attenuated by correlating silence with significant therapeutic events such as ruptures
and resolutions or change moments (Krause et al., 2007; Schenk et al., 2019; Zimmermann et
al., 2018), thus narrowing down the meanings of silence episodes to more specific contexts.
Additionally, the definition of silence as absence of speech for at least 3 seconds is arbitrary
and was based on existing literature (Daniel et al., 2018). It would be of interest to investigate
potential shifts in meanings when altering this parameter or to compare different settings with
regard to their distribution of gaps and pauses.
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S3: Machine Learning Facial Emotion Recognition in Psychotherapy Research: Evidence
supporting a new technology
As discussed, momentary activation of aﬀect can lead the way to activation of object relations
dyads. In order to identify possible candidate episodes from the ﬂow of therapy, emotion-trajectories of
high sampling frequency are needed to describe both patient and therapist in-session aﬀect. .e
assessment of in-session emotion trajectories for both patient and therapist proves to be a persistent
interest when studying the administration and outcome of psychotherapeutic approaches (Greenberg &
Safran, 1989). Besides questionnaires and observational approaches (Carryer & Greenberg, 2010), we
aim at the assessment of aﬀect during psychotherapy in automated fashion with high resolution. .is
has been done using video (Arango et al., 2019), audio recordings (Crangle et al., 2019),
psychophysiological measurements (Kleinbub, 2017) and text analysis (natural language processing;
Halfon et al., 2020). In its crudest form, emotions are described in a two-dimensional space of arousal
and valence (circumplex model), arousal indicating the emotional load or level of activation and valence
indicating a pleasure dimension (to what extent the emotion are positive or negative; (Posner et al.,
2005; Whissell, 2009). Diﬀerent information streams perform diﬀerently in the recognition of these
dimensions. For example, the voice oﬀers features for a robust detection of arousal (Bone et al., 2014),
however the recognition of speciﬁc basic emotions (valence dimension) from vocal features (sentiment
analysis: Yadav et al., 2015); emotion recognition: Crangle et al., 2019) is hindered by the fact that the
vocal expression of speciﬁc emotions diﬀers across speakers (speaker-dependency: Vogt et al., 2008).
Given the current state of research, it must be concluded that there is no deﬁnite discriminative pattern
of speech features indicative of speciﬁc basic emotions across speakers (Russell et al., 2003). .e human
face oﬀers an information stream that is relatively free of this constraint, therefore being a promising
new avenue in the measurement of in-session patient and therapist aﬀect. Recent advances in the ﬁeld
of aﬀective computing brought forth open-source libraries for face detection and facial emotion
detection using convolutional neural networks (Bradski & Kaehler, 2008; Chollet, 2017). In an extensive
programme, we validated such an approach on a large amount of human emotion ratings using the client
expressed emotional arousal scale (Carryer & Greenberg, 2010) including both arousal and speciﬁc
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basic emotion rating. So far, only a handful of studies applied facial machine learning emotion
recognition in the context of psychotherapy (Arango et al., 2019; Halfon et al., 2020) and to the best of
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to validate a method of facial emotion recognition in natural
psychotherapy data.
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Abstract
Background: New advances in the field of machine learning make it possible to track facial
emotional expression with high resolution, including micro-expressions. These advances have
promising applications for psychotherapy research, since manual coding (e.g. the Facial Action
Coding System [FACS]), is time-consuming. Purpose: We tested whether this technology can
reliably identify in-session emotional expressions in a naturalistic treatment setting. Method: We
applied a Convolutionary Neural Network (CNN) for emotion recognition to video material from
389 psychotherapy sessions of 23 patients with borderline personality pathology. We validated
the findings with human ratings according to the Clients Emotional Arousal Scale (CEAS) and
explored their associations with treatment outcomes. Results: Overall, machine learning ratings
showed significant agreement with human CEAS ratings. Machine learning emotion recognition,
particularly the display of positive emotions (smiling and happiness), showed medium effect size
on improvement through treatment (d=0.3). Conclusions: Machine learning is a highly promising
resource for process research in psychotherapy. The results highlight the differential associations
of displayed positive and negative feelings with treatment outcomes. Machine learning emotion
recognition may be used for the early identification of drop-out risks and clinically relevant
processes in psychotherapy. Similar to research on psychiatric genetics, we suggest the sharing
of video analysis summary data, to further investigate the potential of this method in psychiatry.
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Introduction
Facial expressions of emotion are evolved patterns, showing homology not only in humans and
primates, but also in more distant species 1. Despite this homology, the assessment of specific
emotions in psychiatric research and psychotherapy is complex and time-consuming. In
psychotherapeutic settings, questionnaires have been developed to describe emotional states,
although these questionnaires are usually completed after the emotional experience, potentially
leading to recall bias 2. To address this limitation, Ekman developed the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS), which allows for a standardized and more precise quantification of facial
expressions of emotions from images and videos 3. FACS has been applied to psychotherapy
research 4, but it is almost impossible to manually rate the millions of frames that comprise
videos of a full course of treatment from one patient, much less larger sample sizes. Hence, in
psychiatric research, more indirect measures (e.g. vocal tone 5, heart rate variability 6, skin
conductance 7, hormonal status 8, or neuroimaging 9) have primarily been used to identify
individuals’ emotional arousal.

New technologies in the field of machine learning make it possible to compare facial expressions
with large libraries of prototypical emotions (e.g. happiness, disgust, surprise) in almost real-time
10

. This possibility offers a whole new area of research, in which displayed emotions can be

tracked both within sessions and over the full course of treatment without requiring the same
time investment from coders. The first commercial software products (e.g. Facereader) to apply
machine learning emotion recognition (MLER) have shown substantial agreement with Ekman’s
FACS 11. Researchers have conducted a proof of concept study demonstrating the utility of such
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MLER software to assess facial expressions of emotion in psychotherapeutic interventions
among patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) 12. However, this study was based on
only 29 psychotherapeutic sessions from 12 patients. Due to the novelty of this technology, as
opposed to verbal emotion expression 13, facial emotion expression is still largely understudied in
psychiatric research.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an emerging area of research within psychiatry 14. In recent years,
AI approaches have been used for the early diagnosis of psychiatric and neurodegenerative
disorders (e.g. dementia 15). AI approaches are also being used in the treatment of psychiatric
disorders to personalize psychiatric treatments and promote high performance medicine 17 or
precision psychiatry 18. A prototypical example of this is an AI monitor suggested by Jan et al.
which can predict Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) scores from vocal and visual
expressions 19. AI approaches demonstrate at least three clear benefits to psychotherapy process
research. First, they offer comprehensive standardization. AI algorithms produce a standardized
form of measurement that can incorporate more relevant inputs and dimensions than human
raters can effectively process 20. Second, AI approaches save time and boost resolution. Given
that AI can accurately measure emotional change, it could be used to complement or replace
highly laborious human ratings with higher resolution information of emotions displayed by
patients and therapists (for instance traditional FACS coding requires the manual scoring of
about 30 frames of video for each second of therapy). Third, AI approaches are relatively more
reliable. Since applied machine learning algorithms are deterministic, the same input always
leads to the same result, theoretically producing perfect test-retest reliability.
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To enhance the practical applicability of this research, researchers must demonstrate the external
and criterion validity of AI (i.e. its utility for naturalistic treatment data). Thus, the aim of this
study is to test (a) how MLER applied to videos of psychotherapy sessions compares to “gold
standard” expert ratings of emotional arousal in patients; and (b) whether MLER shows
clinically relevant associations with treatment outcomes. Because our lab has one of the largest
video libraries of psychotherapeutic interventions on adolescent patients in Switzerland, we can
provide more information on the quality of MLER as a potential tool in psychiatric and
psychotherapeutic research.
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Methods
Ethical approval
This study is part of the multi-centre study ‘Evaluation of Adolescent Identity Treatment’ that
has been registered at clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02518906) 21, 22. The current analyses are based on
the entire available data collected at one participating center (Psychiatric University Hospitals,
Basel). Ethical approval was obtained from the local ethics committee. All adolescents, their
parents and the therapists provided written informed consent for participation.

Sample
The sample consists of 23 adolescent patients with borderline personality pathology, defined as
(1) meeting DSM-IV criteria for BPD using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis
II Personality Disorders; SCID-II 23 and (2) presenting with identity diffusion according to the
Assessment of Identity Development in Adolescence (AIDA; total T score >60) 24, 25. The mean
age of the patients was 16.2 years (SD = 1.6), 21 (91.3%) out of 23 patients were female. The
original material consisted of footage of 423 therapy sessions (duration approx. 50 min each).
Thirty-four videos were excluded mainly due to errors in face detection (e.g. the algorithm
consistently detected a background object as a face) leading to a final sample of 389 analyzed
psychotherapy sessions.

Video processing and machine learning
Figure 1 illustrates the video processing design. OpenCV was used to detect faces 26. Since faces
were relatively stationary throughout the therapy sessions, face detection was optimized by
7
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dynamically defining an area of high likelihood of facial presence. If no face was detected for
longer than one second, the region of interest was extended to ensure the accuracy of face
detection. To validate this method, we saved an image of the selected region of interest every
100 frames for manual control of the procedure. To detect emotions, we implemented an open
source model (https://bit.ly/2ERl3TO) based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This
network was trained using the ”FER-2013 dataset” (https://bit.ly/3gQLm9T), a collection of
35,685 facial images designed to develop machine learning algorithms for facial emotion
recognition27. Similar to previously used algorithms (e.g. the software FaceReader 12),
probabilities of the occurrence of six basic emotions (happiness, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness,
fear), plus a percentage of neutral expression were extracted. Because we analysed more than
one month of total video material, and to reduce computing time, calculations were performed at
sciCORE (http://scicore.unibas.ch/), a high performance cluster computer and scientific
computing center at the University of Basel.

*****
Figure 1 about here
*****

Client Emotional Arousal Scale
Three observers were trained to code videos using the Client Emotional Arousal Scale (CEAS).
For each 1 min interval, raters code (1) the intensity of the patient’s arousal on a 1 (low/no
arousal) to 7 (full arousal) ordinal Likert scale and (2) identify the predominant discrete emotion
8
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(e.g. joy, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, love). To note, a discrete emotion was not identified for
intervals rated low in emotional arousal (< 3). Raters first completed a training phase, in which 7
sessions were independently rated followed by a consensus rating. A total of 232 sessions were
rated (on average 9.8 sessions per patient). Altogether 11,960 minute-intervals (i.e. 186.5 hours)
of video material were rated manually. Inter-rater reliability of CEAS has been reported from
0.75 to 0.81 in previous studies 28 29.

External criteria for reliability and validity
To verify the validity of the MLER ratings, we validated the MLER ratings using the humanrated CEAS scores 30 31. To test for clinical validity (i.e. the importance of MLER for therapeutic
outcome) we regressed the MLER ratings on pre- and post-treatment measures of several
psychological questionnaires. These included five subscales of the Youth Outcome
Questionnaire (Y-OQ) 32: Intrapersonal Distress, Somatic, Interpersonal Relationships, Social
Problems, Behavioural Dysfunction; four subscales of the Level of Personality Functioning
Questionnaire (LoPFQ 12-18)33: Self Direction, Empathy, Identity, and Intimacy; as well as the
Zanarini Rating Scale for Borderline Personality Disorder (ZAN-BPD) 34. Six individuals
dropped out of treatment, leaving 17 patients with treatment outcome data.

Statistical analysis
We first tested the degree of agreement between MLER and CEAS human ratings on unspecified
emotional arousal using Pearson’s correlations between CEAS ratings and the probability of a
neutral facial expression according to MLER (“1-neutral” = nonspecific arousal). We controlled
9
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for multilevel effects by including a random intercept to allow for different baseline levels in
arousal for different patient-therapist dyads, using the R package lme4 35. To provide information
regarding objectivity of MLER, we report the correlation of MLER nonspecific arousal (“1neutral”) for three different human raters. Fisher’s z test was performed to test whether
individual rater correlations differed from the overall trend. We then showcase the temporal
agreement of nonspecific CEAS-arousal ratings and MLER nonspecific arousal over the course
of one session as an exemplar case.
For more specific human ratings using CEAS, we applied logistic regressions to determine how
well MLER predicted human classifications of emotions. In addition to nonspecific CEAS
ratings, coders rated five specific emotions: sadness, anger, joy, fear, and love (not enough
information for disgust < 10 minutes rated video material). We fit logistic regressions for each
emotion and each patient-therapist dyad separately, where the presence of an emotion was used
as the dependent binary variable, and seven MLER scores were used as predictors. Sensitivity
and specificity were calculated by adding up individual classification tables of each logistic
regression model.
Regarding therapy outcome, we calculated a mean rank of every individual on all subscales of
the questionnaires (YOQ, LoPF, ZAN-BPD; scored so higher scores indicate greater severity)
before and after treatment. Change on these measures was calculated as the difference between
these mean ranks, Δ. Using median-split we transformed this continuous delta also into two
groups of “good outcome” (≥ Median), and “poor outcome” (< Median). To illustrate the
association of MLER with therapy outcome, we plotted MLER against each minute (1-50) in all
therapy sessions, and calculated independent samples t-tests, as well as Cohen’s d for each
comparison between the good outcome, poor outcome, and dropout group. Furthermore, we
10
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applied a principal component analysis (PCA) to all seven MLER categories. The first two
principal components (eigenvalues >1), were plotted for the different outcome groups (good,
poor, dropout) to illustrate the relative localization of these groups within the space of positive
and negative affectivity. Finally, we report a correlation matrix of MLER categories with binary
and continuous therapy outcome, using MLER aggregated at the highest level (i.e. the level of
patient-therapist dyads).
Except for the between-patient correlations, we analyzed relations involving MLER by averaging
MLER scores across blocks of minutes. This choice allowed us to directly compare MLER
ratings with human CEAS ratings which were made across minute intervals. All analyses and
visualization were done in R Studio using R (Version 3.5.3) 36. We used the R package ggplot2
for all visualizations 37.
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Results
Agreement between human raters and MLER
Figure 2 illustrates the agreement of human raters and machine learning emotion recognition.
Video sequences, which were rated as relatively highly emotionally arousing by humans
(CEAS>3), were also classified as less neutral by MLER. Figure 2A shows an example of one
session with comparatively high agreement between human ratings and MLER (r = .50). Figure
2B illustrates the overall correlation between MLER and human CEAS ratings. The overall
correlation (irrespective of rater) was r = .08, p < .01. Figure 2B also shows the agreement of
MLER with human ratings, broken down by three human raters who evaluated the video
material. For all three human raters, the association was positive and significant (see also
Supplementary Figure S2). When applying a random effects model, controlling for baseline
differences between raters and patients, the effect remained highly significant (ps < .01). When
comparing each human rater to the overall agreement between CEAS and MLER (Fisher’s z), all
three raters showed essentially similar slopes (see Fig. 2B).
*****
Figure 2 about here
*****

Table 1 illustrates the relative utility of each of the seven MLER emotions for classifying
specific emotions as labelled by human raters. Whereas nonspecific emotional arousal showed
only moderate correct classification (72.3%), specific emotional states like sadness, anger, joy,
and love each were correctly classified on > 90% of occasions. A large part of this high accuracy
12
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is due to high specificity (detection of true negatives), which again exceeded 90% for all specific
emotions. Only “love”, which was labelled in 86 out of 10,736 rated minute intervals, also
showed a perfect sensitivity (100%) (i.e. also a correct classification of true positives).
*****
Table 1 about here
*****

Association between MLER and the outcome of psychotherapy
Figure 3 (A-G) illustrates the display of emotions within the course of a given session, stratified
by three outcome groups (good outcome, poor outcome, dropout). All three groups show
relatively distinct patterns, as well as some similar features regarding the display of basic
emotions. For example, at the beginning of each session, all three groups show a relatively high
level of happiness, which decreases after about 5 minutes. Conversely, sadness and fear are
relatively lower at the beginning of each session, and only reach their average level (horizontal
lines) after 15-20 minutes.
We also found distinct patterns of emotional expressions between the good outcome (N=8), poor
outcome (N=9), and one dropout groups (N=6). For instance, all MLER emotional categories
except surprise, demonstrated significant between-group differences (ds > .10). The most
pronounced effect can be seen for happiness, which is significantly higher in patients with a good
therapy outcome, compared to those with a poor outcome, d = 0.30, p < .01, and those who
dropped out (d = 0.32, p < .01. In contrast, the poor outcome group demonstrated consistently
and significantly more arousing sadness, anger, disgust and fear compared to the good outcome
13
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group. This corresponds with a Principal Components Analysis (Figure 3H). Based on
component loadings (see Appendix Table S2), the first two principal components can be
described as positive affectivity (positive loadings on happiness and nonspecific arousal) and
negative affectivity (positive loadings on anger, sadness, fear and nonspecific arousal). When
plotting the factor scores of every minute measured using MLER, the three outcome groups
show relatively distinct, albeitoverlapping areas of higher presence. Whereas the good outcome
group (green dots) is more often located in the bottom right quadrant (positive affectivity), the
poor outcome group shows a higher density in the upper two quadrants (negative affectivity).
Those in the dropout group also demonstrated scores in an area of higher density in the lower left
quadrant, which can be described as neither positive nor negative affectivity. This is also in line
with a generally reduced overall nonspecific arousal of the dropout group compared to both other
groups (vs. good outcome: d = 0.18, p < .01; vs. poor outcome: d = 0.17, p < .01).
*****
Figure 3 about here
*****

*****
Table 2 about here
*****
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Table 2 shows a conservative estimate of potential associations of MLER with pre- and posttreatment symptomatology, dropout, as well as the continuous improvement over therapy, Δ.
Aggregated at the highest level (individuals), the display of happiness was significantly
(negatively) correlated, r = -.53, p < .01, with post-treatment symptomatology, but not pretreatment symptomatology. Similarly, individual improvement, Δ, was significantly and
positively correlated, r = .49, p < .02, with the display of happiness in treatment. For several
other cells, numerically relevant, but not significant association are reported here, suggesting a
general tendency for negative affectivity to be associated with less improvement (negative
correlations for sadness, anger, disgust and fear), as well as with lower nonspecific arousal
(negative correlation with neutral).
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Discussion
In a naturalistic setting of 389 psychotherapy sessions, we tested the utility of machine learning
emotion recognition for psychotherapy process research. We found substantial evidence
corroborating the standardization of the technology, as well as strong evidence for its external
and ecological validity, given significant and meaningful associations with outcome and dropout
from psychotherapy.
Several limitations of this approach are worth considering. First, the applied machine learning
algorithms are a patchwork of open source algorithms. More specialized software products may
exist, for example in the area of advanced robotics 38. Hence, the applied MLER may still
underestimate the true potential of this methodology. Second, the machine learning algorithms
we applied were not tailored to individual patients. Stronger associations can be expected if the
algorithms were trained specifically to every individual. However, we did not use this approach
to avoid “overfitting” and to increase the generalizability of the results. Third, the sample we
used is relatively specific (i.e. adolescents with borderline personality pathology). Hence, results
might be different in other samples. The comparison of emotional expression as measured by
MLER, and its association with outcomes in different patient groups and different treatments
appears to be a formidable direction for future research. Fourth, a fundamental statistical
limitation of this analysis is that data is nested within 23 individuals for which therapy outcome
and dropout information were available. However, we only found robust associations with posttreatment symptomatology and change over time, but not with pre-treatment symptomatology.
Hence, the results suggest that the display of positive emotions is more a function of the
treatment and not of the pre-existing personality disposition of the individuals. Fifth, despite the
fast processing time of data relative to human coders, the MLER approach used in this study
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must still be considered overly computationally intensive. Extraction of the data would not have
been possible in such a short time without the mentioned scientific computing center.

When comparing MLER to a “gold standard” of human ratings (CEAS) of patients’ facial
expressions of emotions in psychotherapy 29, we found stable correlations with specific
emotions, as well as with nonspecific emotional arousal. Together with previous studies that
have shown agreement between MLER and human ratings of emotions 11,39, these results provide
evidence that MLER indeed demonstrates adequate criterion validity (i.e. it measures what it is
intended to measure) 40. When comparing the agreement of MLER with human ratings for
different human raters, we found that the slopes were consistently positive and individual raters’
slopes do not differ significantly from the overall association. These findings indicate that MLER
demonstrates observer invariance (i.e. it is largely independent of the observer with which it is
compared). However, it is noteworthy that the correlations between MLER and human ratings
are numerically low. This may be due to the fact that human ratings were done for intervals of
several minutes at a time. Within this period, MLER can have a much higher resolution, given a
maximum of 1,800 frames (up to 30 frames / second). This mismatch in the resolution of MLER
and the criterion (CEAS), may explain why these correlations are small-sized while also being
statistically significant.

There is little research to compare our findings to, as this represents the first study to apply
MLER to all treatment sessions. The results are in line with earlier findings applying the FACS
to treatment sessions, highlighting the importance of smiling and positive feelings in
psychotherapy 4. By contrast, Arango et al. (2019) found that expressions of happiness and fear
17
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became more intense and sadness less intense over the course of a session in 29 therapy sessions
of 12 patients with BPD in Mexico 12. Despite testing the same population of patients with BPD,
these discrepancies may indicate cultural differences in emotion expression 41.
To test the ecological validity of emotional expressions, we explored the associations between
MLER and treatment outcomes, We found small- to medium-sized associations between MLERrated expressions of all emotions except fear and change in outcomes across treatment. For
example, our results to some extent align with previous studies and meta-analyses, showing that
emotion suppression has a negative impact on the outcome of psychotherapies 13 42. Although we
did not find associations with pre-treatment symptomatology, there were stable group differences
regarding post-treatment symptomatology, dropout, and individual improvement (“delta”). These
results suggest that emotional expressions may also have prognostic value for treatment
outcomes. This does not necessarily imply that specific emotions are causal agents. However,
intensities of emotional expressions may be indicators of causal agents, such as discomfort in
treatment or the stability of a patient-therapist interactions. For instance, results from a previous
meta-analysis showed that the personal relationship between patient and therapist played a
crucial role in treatment outcomes 43, which may be reflected by the display of more positive
emotions in this study.

This pilot study contributes to the development and application of machine learning emotion
recognition for psychiatric research. We provided further evidence that MLER met several
fundamental quality criteria (reliability, objectivity, validity), suggesting it could complement or
even outperform traditional emotion recognition approaches based on physiological measures
(e.g. skin conductance, heart rate variability). MLER may have clinical applications in the
18
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identification of highly salient emotional sequences. As computational requirements are reduced
through algorithmic refinement, MLER may be used in idiographic studies, in the supervision of
mental health experts, and potentially as a clinical tool, highlighting important emotional phases
which may go unnoticed, and offering an enhanced experience for patients in psychotherapy that
could contribute to improved outcomes. Based on the encouraging results of this study, we
suggest the pooling of international efforts. Similar to research in psychiatric genetics, the
pooling of anonymized summary data on MLER, would increase the statistical power and would
help to further elucidate the potential of this method on a wider range of disorders and age
groups. We invite research groups who have collected video material of psychotherapeutic
treatment, to get in touch.
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Legends
Figure 1. Design for image processing. 1= to reduce error, a region of interest (ROI) can be
defined where a face is detected with high likelihood which is expanded if face detection fails;
2=Faces are detected and transformed into 48x48 pixels grayscale pictures; 3= The convolutional
neural net had been trained using the FER-2013 dataset.

Figure 2. Agreement between human ratings (CEAS) and MLER nonspecific emotional arousal
(“1: no arousal”). Figure 2A: Example plot of one session with high agreement. Figure 2B:
Overall agreement between CEAS and MLER for all cases. Colors indicate different human
raters).

Figure 3. A-G: MLER emotional expression within all analyzed therapy sessions (per minute) by
therapy outcome group (green = good, blue = poor, red = dropout; vertical lines indicate standard
errors; z scores over all values). Test statistics are shown for each group comparison. H: Scatter
plot showing the results of a Principal Component Analysis on all minute intervals where MLER
scores were available.

Table 1. Logistic regressions to classify human ratings using MLER

Table 2. Correlation matrix of MLER with treatment outcome measures
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Figure 2. Agreement between human ratings (CEAS) and MLER nonspecific emotional arousal (“1: no arousal”). Figure 2A: Example plot of one session
with high agreement. Figure 2B: Overall agreement between CEAS and MLER for all cases. Colors indicate different human raters).

Figure 3. A-G: MLER emotional expression within all analyzed therapy sessions (per minute) by therapy outcome group (green = good, blue = poor, red =
dropout; vertical lines indicate standard errors; z scores over all values). Test statistics are shown for each group comparison. H: Scatter plot showing the
results of a Principal Component Analysis on all minute intervals where MLER scores were available.

Table 1. Binary-logistic regressions to classify human ratings using MLER
Human Rating

Correct classification

Sensitivity

Specificity

Minutes

72.3%

74.6%

63.5%

6121

Sadness

90.3%

66.2%

90.9%

891

Anger

90.2%

65.0%

90.4%

888

Neutral (CEAS<4)

Joy

95.8%

68.0%

95.9%

384

Fear

91.4%

55.6%

92.1%

789

Love

98.3%

100.0%

98.3%

86

Note. Regression models fitted for each individual separately using MLER emotions as predictors
(anger, sadness, happiness, disgust, fear, surprise, neutral). Classification summed up over all
individuals.

Table 2. Correlation matrix MLER and the outcome of psychotherapy

Emotion
Angry
Disgust
Scared
Happy
Sad
Surprised
Unspecific arousal

Pre
-0.12
-0.33
0.26
0.06
0.00
0.31
0.07

Post
0.32
-0.05
0.26
-0.53*
0.33
0.37
-0.15

Delta
0.29
-0.23
-0.05
0.49*
-0.42
-0.13
0.15

Dropout
-0.27
-0.33
0.15
-0.14
0.02
0.11
-0.21

Note. Pearson correlations. MLER aggregated on the level of individuals; *
p<.05; Delta= Pre – Post symptomatology rank; Unspecific arousal = “1-neutral”
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S4: Alliance Ruptures and Resolutions in Personality Disorders
Qualitative research in the events paradigm on the ongoing negotiation of the therapeutic
relationship has introduced several rating systems, including the rupture-resolution rating system,
already presented in the sections ahead (Eubanks et al., 2019). A distinct doctorate programme has been
dedicated to the study of ruptures and resolutions in the here used data (Schenk et al., 2019, 2020). In
accordance with proposed deﬁcits in self- and interpersonal functioning and being a defensive byproduct of the here relevant working process of identity integration, it is discussed that especially
patients with BPD are prone to have diﬃculties in the establishment of a benign therapeutic relationship
(Linehan et al., 2000). In part, strong countertransference reactions (anger, confusion, anxiety) challenge
the building and maintenance of a benign therapeutic relationship (McMain et al., 2015; see also
secondary emotion: Greenberg & Safran, 1989). It is hypothesized that patients with BPD are more
prone to show ruptures. Further, according to the relational approach, the resolution of ruptures in
patients with BPD – and personality disorders in general – not only ensures a healthy relationship, but
rather is hypothesized to be a change mechanism in itself (Safran, 1993). Applying expressive resolution
strategies (Safran & Muran, 1996), ruptures oﬀer a window for exploring the patients’ core relational
themes as they unfold in the therapeutic relationship (Muran & Safran, 2017). However, literature on
the special role of rupture repair in BPD compared to other psychiatric disorders is scarce. Due to the
working group’s expertise, we got invited to write a review article on the eﬀects of rupture repair in
personality disorders in general.
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Abstract:
Purpose of review: This review provides an overview of the state of research on alliance ruptures
and resolutions in the treatment of personality disorders (PD). We discuss frequently used
instruments to measure alliance ruptures and resolutions. We discuss the effectiveness of rupture
resolution processes and highlight possible avenues for research to explore. Innovative
assessments with the potential to reveal the link of ruptures and resolutions and mechanisms of
psychotherapeutic change are discussed.
Current findings: The assessment of alliance rupture and resolutions is heterogeneous.
Instruments vary largely with respect to a direct or indirect assessment, the time resolution of
assessment (integral therapy, phase, session, event), session sampling strategy and perspectives
(patient, therapist, observer). The heterogeneity in the instruments and study designs impedes
comparability and interpretation of the findings. Results support the hypothesis that ruptures are
more frequent in PD. Results also point towards beneficial effects of rupture resolution patterns,
early alliance quality and resolution complexity. Few studies control findings for pretreatment
factors.
Summary: Evidence points to the direction that rupture resolution processes can be considered a
general principle of change in the treatment of PD. The concept of alliance ruptures and resolutions
provides a useful tool for the management of the therapeutic alliance and its moments of
deteriorations throughout the treatment course. Dimensional pretreatment personality functioning
is considered a key variable in future studies to highlight what works for whom.
Keywords: Rupture Resolution, Personality Disorder, Alliance
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Introduction

It is argued that relationship factors are not only a byproduct of the psychotherapeutic encounter
but a vehicle of change per se (Task Force Division 29: [1, 2]). Building upon a relational approach
[••3], alliance research concerned with personality disorders (PD) investigates the assumption that
the process of rupture resolution brings about change [4, 5]. The NICE guidelines recommend the
building and management of the therapeutic alliance as a general principle of change in the
treatment of PD [6]. However, patients with PD have general difficulties in forming interpersonal
relationships, including the therapeutic relationship, due to their impairments in self and
interpersonal functioning [7].
Safran & Muran [8] conceptualize the therapeutic alliance as a dynamic and relational entity that
is continuously built and negotiated by patient and therapist. In this negotiation process alliance
ruptures with minor or major significance emerge inevitably. Alliance ruptures are described as
momentary deteriorations in the therapeutic alliance resulting from a lack of collaboration
regarding the goals and tasks of the treatment or resulting from strains in the emotional bond [•9].
Withdrawal and confrontation ruptures can be differentiated by their movement dynamics (against
therapist or therapy work versus avoiding therapist or therapy work). The rupture resolution is the
process of recognizing, exploring and repairing alliance ruptures with the aim to reestablish the
collaboration and to explore the patient’s underlying needs and intrapsychic conflicts. The
resolution process that is initiated by the therapist has the potential to enable a corrective
experience that is held to be therapeutic in itself [4]. Safran & Muran [5] suggest that alliance
ruptures disclose a window into core interpersonal schemes. Insofar, the therapeutic relationship
enables an interpersonal learning field in which representations of the self and others, interpersonal
schemes and the needs for agency versus communion can be probed and adapted [••3]. Resolution
strategies can be immediate, focusing on the reestablishment of the collaboration, or expressive,
exploring the patients’ needs and intrapsychic conflicts underlying the alliance rupture [10].
Schenk et al. [•18] provide a detailed description of the occurrences of ruptures and resolutions in
therapies with adolescents with borderline personality pathology (BPD). The most typical alliance
ruptures were minimal response, denial, avoidant storytelling, patient defends self against
therapist, complaints against therapist and rejecting therapist intervention. Therapists typically

used the resolution strategies to invite the patient to discuss thoughts and feelings about the
therapist or some aspect of therapy, to validate the patient’s defensive posture and to illustrate
tasks or provide a rationale for treatment (Schenk et al. [•18]). The following transcript
demonstrates a short rupture-resolution sequence of a therapy session with a 16-year-old
adolescent with BPD:
T: How are you?
P: Not good.
T: Not good?
P: No. (Pause) => Minimal response rupture
T: what happened?
P: I don't know. (Pause) => Minimal response rupture
T: Is anything bothering you?
P: No. => Denial Rupture
T: How does it come you feel not good?
P: I don't know, it’s like always. => Minimal response rupture
T: And what does it mean when you say that you are not doing well, any thoughts or feelings
about that? => Resolution “therapist invites the patient to discuss thoughts or feelings”
P: I don't feel happy, just empty.
T: Mmmh. Do you already know that feeling from yourself?
P: I don’t know. (Long pause) => Minimal response rupture
T: Hmm, I have the feeling we are stuck here right now. I have the feeling you could feel
pressured by me asking you all these questions. Do you feel this way with me?
=> Resolution attempt “the therapist discloses his/her internal experience of the patienttherapist interaction”

2

Instruments of Alliance Ruptures and Resolutions

Alliance ruptures and resolutions can be measured with direct or indirect instruments, through
different perspectives (patient, therapist observer), on different assessment levels (session, specific
time windows, episodes, markers, speaking turns, utterances) and at different time points
(successive therapy sessions, phases, specific sessions, between sessions, retrospective in
interviews).
Table 1 presents frequently used direct and indirect instruments of alliance ruptures. The direct
assessment is based on observer ratings or retrospective self-report questionnaires aiming directly
at rupture resolution episodes. The indirect assessment means that the alliance is measured and
inferences towards alliance ruptures and resolutions are drawn from sudden and significant

fluctuations in the global alliance. Eubanks-Carter et al. [11] provide an overview of the
quantitative naturalistic methods for detecting alliance ruptures on the basis of global alliance
measures.
The direct instruments with observer ratings (e.g. 3RS, CIS) enable a detailed investigation of the
process of the alliance negotiation based on the event paradigm [12]. This fine-grained analysis is
particularly of interest to understand underlying principles of change through rupture resolution
processes. Using task analysis, the performance of rupture resolutions can be studied in detail as
done by Aspland et al. [13], Bennett et al. [•14] and Daly et al. [15]. Furthermore, with descriptive
studies the incidence and phenomenological quality of ruptures and resolutions can be examined
in different patient samples [16-•18]. Limitations are that the coding is time and cost intensive and
therefore often restricted to small sample sizes which impedes generalizability and inferences to
the treatment outcome. The indirect instruments derived from self-report ratings of the alliance
assess changes in the quality of the alliance on a global level. They estimate the impact of possible
but not directly measured ruptures and likely measure major but not minor ruptures. Indirect
measures allow the investigation of large patient samples on a macro level of investigation. They
are feasible for the study of within-patient and between-patient effects of rupture resolution
processes in relation to the treatment outcome. However, the indirect measures are less accurate
and might be biased regarding construct validity. In comparison to observer ratings, self-report
measures underestimate the amount of alliance ruptures [16, 19].
--- insert Table 1 here ---

3

Influence of PD traits on rupture resolution processes

Theoretical and clinical considerations about the interpersonal nature of different PDs allow
assumptions towards the quality of ruptures encountered with these patients [•20, ••3]. For
example, withdrawal ruptures may be more frequent in patients who are overly compliant, fearful
and averse to interpersonal conflicts such as cluster C patients. Confrontation ruptures may be
more frequent in patients with cluster A or B PD as they use more direct and overt strategies to
disclose strains in the alliance like criticize or pressure the therapist. Unfortunately, there is no
empirical evidence emphasizing these hypotheses.

Zilcha-Mano [••21] proposed to differentiate between trait-like (i.e. pretreatment tendencies of
the patient to form relationships with others) and state-like components of alliance (i.e. changes in
relationship functioning through the interaction with the therapist). It is hypothesized that patients
with PD present with lower trait-like pretreatment interpersonal functioning that leads to problems
in building and maintaining a stable working alliance. This could lead to more ruptures during the
process and a lower (early) alliance quality compared to other clinical groups.
In the validation study of the 3RS Eubanks et al. [22] found ruptures in almost every session of a
psychotherapy with patients with varying diagnoses. However, Schenk et al. [•18] used the 3RS
to analyze the complete treatment of a sample of ten adolescents with BPD. In 72% of the sessions
at least one rupture was observed.
Colli et al. [23] compared 15 PD patients (cluster B & C) with 15 patients suffering from other
psychiatric disorders. In PD patients rupture markers were observed more frequently than in nonPD patients (tasks & goals marker: F = 4.7, p = .031, discouragement marker: F = 4.0, p = .046).
Interestingly, they also found that therapists of PD patients tended to be more hostile, less clear
and used more perseverations than non-PD therapists. However, the PD therapists also provided
more supportive, explicative and expressive interventions targeting alliance ruptures than the nonPD therapists.
Tufekcioglu et al. [24] tested whether cluster C PD or personality traits impact the early alliance
compared to non-PD patients. They found that PD patients rated a higher rupture intensity than
non-PD patients (F = 16.6, r = .43, p < .01). Furthermore, they found that the pretreatment
personality traits of high impulsivity, dysregulation and lability (but not diagnoses) were
associated with higher patient-reported rupture intensity. Coutinho et al. [16] found that patients
with PD experience a lower alliance quality (measured with the WAI) and more frequent
withdrawal and confrontation ruptures (3RS) compared to patients with depression and anxiety
disorders.
In conclusion, there is evidence that confrontation and withdrawal ruptures are more frequent in
PD than other clinical samples. Differences between PD and non-PD patients seem to also surface
when observing therapist behavior. The findings can be interpreted in the light of a trait-like
alliance component of lower interpersonal functioning in PD patients, meaning that the quality of

the therapeutic relationship is endangered from the beginning on by the severe interpersonal
problems that are at the core of PD symptomatology.

5

The Effects of Ruptures and Resolutions

Studies concerned with the correlation between alliance and outcome focus on different
characteristics of the alliance, depending on the instruments used. We review the outcomes of
meta-analyses, literature investigating early alliance, rupture resolution processes (e.g. significant
fluctuations in WAI) and literature focusing on resolutions and their complexity. When trying to
unveil the state-like components of alliance leading to change (curative interactions with
therapists), one has to control for trait-like components (e.g. pretreatment personality functioning),
setting the preconditions for a beneficial interpersonal relationship. Not all studies reviewed here
do that.
Up to date there are two meta-analyses that report moderate effects of rupture resolution processes
on the treatment outcome [•9, 25]. Safran et al. [25] summarized studies using indirect instruments
of alliance ruptures. In this meta-analysis the number of rupture resolution episodes was positively
related to treatment outcome (r = .24, 95% CI [.09, .39], p = .002, k = 3, n = 148). The metaanalysis of Eubanks et al. [•9] confirmed that rupture resolution processes are positively associated
with the treatment outcome when using direct as well indirect measures (r = .29, CI [.10, .47], d
= .62, p = .003, k = 11, n = 1314). The effect was independent of type of treatment or type of
instruments used. However, the timing of the assessment impacted the rupture resolution outcome
relationship. An assessment in early sessions resulted in a lower association (r =.13, z = 1.90, p =
.06), whereas an assessment across the complete course resulted in a stronger rupture resolution
outcome association (r = .38, z = 3.13, p = .002). This is an encouraging result when hypothesizing
that late sessions may better reflect state-like alliance components, whereas early sessions could
be more influenced by the trait-like pretreatment conditions.
Considering early alliance, Strauss et al. [26] found that patients (obsessive-compulsive PD &
avoidant PD) who showed higher pretreatment personality pathology presented with a lower early
alliance (r = -.40, p < .05), and in turn, better early alliance predicted a higher number of sessions
attended (r = .38, p < .05). Also, better early alliance predicted gains in all post treatment outcome

measures (personality pathology: r = -.40, p < .05, depression score: r = -.49, p < .01). Also, Muran
et al. [27] found that lower early rupture intensity was associated with higher post-treatment
interpersonal functioning (cluster C & NOS, patient rated: r = -.35, p < .01, therapist rated: r = .32, p < .01). In a youth BPD sample, Gersh et al. [28] found that more early ruptures were
associated with poorer outcomes in social functioning (r = .32, p < .05).
There is evidence for rupture resolution patterns (significant fluctuations or dips in alliance
implying ruptures, returning to baseline and above, implying resolution). Schenk et al. [•18]
assessed ruptures with the 3RS on a session-by-session basis. Nonlinear rupture trajectories were
found on the individual level with high intra- and interindividual differences. In adolescent patients
with BPD, ruptures tended to emerge in phases. Also Stevens et al. [29] found that 50% of patients
(cluster C & NOS) showed local rupture resolution patterns. There was however no association to
be found between the occurrence of rupture resolution patterns and outcome. On the other hand,
Strauss et al. [26] found that 56% of their sample showed rupture resolution patterns. Higher
pretreatment personality pathology (cluster C) resulted in less rupture resolution patterns (r = .43,
p < .05). Occurrence of rupture resolution patterns in turn predicted improvement in personality
pathology (r = -.53, p < .01) and depression (r = .41, p < .05).
When looking at resolutions, Muran et al. [27] found that patients (cluster C & NOS) who
experience more resolutions of ruptures were less likely to drop out (r = -.29, p < .05).

In

contrast, for adolescents with BPD, Schenk et al. [•18, 30] showed that although dropouts
experienced a higher frequency of alliance ruptures per session in comparison to the completers,
therapists of the dropout patients applied an equal proportion of resolutions to ruptures as the
therapists of the completers. This indicates, that the mere number of resolutions was not protective
of dropping out in this particular sample. In the same vein, Gersh et al. [28] found that a higher
number of resolutions in late sessions were associated with improvement in BPD symptoms (r = .67, p < .05). Daly et al. [15] demonstrated that the complexity of resolution strategies was
associated with the treatment outcome in a sample of three recovered and three unrecovered
adolescent patients with BPD. Complexity was conceptualized by the number of stages of Bennet’s
[•14] resolution stage model employed by therapists. The resolution stage model was defined in a
task analytical effort and engulfs nine hierarchical (sequential) stages, namely: acknowledgment,
exploration, linking and explanation, negotiation, consensus, understanding and assimilating

warded off feelings, further explanation, change to patterns/aim, and closure. Daly et al. [15]
showed that resolved rupture episodes are characterized by more and higher (negotiation to
closure) model stages. Further, therapists of recovered patients used more and higher stage
resolutions than therapists of unrecovered patients who more often remained at a lower stage of
resolution. In contrast, Boritz et al. [17] found that withdrawal ruptures tended to persist over time
in the unrecovered but not the recovered patients (BPD) despite the degree to which they were
resolved in the prior session.
In summary, there is first meta-analytical evidence for the beneficial effect of rupture resolution
processes during psychotherapy. When looking at PD literature, early alliance seems to influence
dropout status and positively predict outcome. However, Strauss et al. [26] found that early alliance
is associated with pretreatment pathology, indicating, that the beneficial effects of early alliance
are found in patients that are able to build a stable therapeutic relationship in the early phase of
therapy. In the same vein, the underlying principles of change in rupture resolution patterns still
remain unclear given their possible link to pretreatment personality pathology. The studies
concerned with resolutions and their complexity during the process point towards favorable effects
of higher order resolutions and resolutions in the later phase of therapy. However, they also
indicate that in some cases the amount and the complexity of resolutions remain futile. The
contextual factors (therapist effects, patient interpersonal dysfunction) hindering the therapeutic
effect of offered resolutions remains an important avenue for future research.

6 Rupture Resolution Training
Eubanks-Carter et al. [31] have developed an alliance focused training (AFT). Safran & Muran’s
publication on Negotiating the Therapeutic Alliance: A Relational Treatment Guide [8] serves as
a training manual. Muran et al. [32] have tested the additive effect of AFT during a 30 session
CBT protocol for cluster C PD on interpersonal behavior (SASB). Therapists were introduced to
AFT at different time intervals (after session 8 or 16) controlling for patient, therapist and patienttherapist interactional effects. For patients, the introduction of AFT predicted a decrease in
following behavior, an increase in expressiveness and a trend was found towards less avoidance
and appeasement. For therapists, the onset of AFT training predicted a decrease in therapist
blaming and directing and an increase in therapist affirmation and expressiveness. Findings

demonstrate that the expressing behavior of the patient was positively related to treatment outcome
and patient appeasing and blaming were negatively related to treatment outcome. The authors
insofar were able to show that AFT resulted in beneficial changes of interpersonal processes in a
CBT setting.
Although the study of Muran et al. [32] demonstrates meaningful changes in interpersonal
behavior, the impact of rupture resolution training on the outcome level remains sparse. The metaanalyses of Eubanks et al. [•9] did not support a significant effect of a rupture resolution training
on the treatment outcome.

7 Need for new methods in future research
The finding that a better alliance is associated with a better treatment outcome has been confirmed
in numerous studies [33-35]. However, in these study designs, the alliance is treated as a fixed
effect factor that is measured most often at the beginning of the therapy. Therefore, the dynamic
quality of the alliance is neglected. With advanced statistical methods and study designs the stateand trait-like components in the alliance-outcome association can be distinguished. This allows to
analyze to what extent the alliance acts as a precondition to the therapeutic process (trait-like
general relationship tendencies of the patient) or as a dynamic entity of the therapeutic relationship
(i.e. state-like like rupture resolution processes) that operates as a vehicle of change [••21].
However, the video analysis of critical events is very labor- and cost-intensive. This results in
studies with either low or no repeated measurement or in studies with small sample sizes. Future
research should therefore invest in automated methods to describe alliance characteristics using
physiological [36, 37], vocal [38, 39], facial [40] and movement [41] information streams.
Interpersonal processes have been proposed to mirror the quality of interactions, especially
synchrony has been proposed as an integrative framework for the therapeutic alliance [•42]. This
theoretical framework allows to focus on objectively measurable interpersonal behavior and to
complement the subjective experience and linguistic interaction studied so far in alliance research
[43]. Alternatively, machine-learning could be used to approximate critical events in
psychotherapy based on automated information streams and to mark them for further manual
evaluation. For example, minimal response withdrawal ruptures could be approximated by
automated silence detection [30] and speaker diarization [44]. The extent of nonverbal movement

synchrony has been associated with patient rated relationship quality [41], dropout status and
improvement [45]. Reich et al. [39] found that vocal synchrony in turn was negatively associated
with the patient rated working alliance. The here proposed methods assess alliance ruptures only
indirectly but on a fine-grained temporal level in large samples sizes over the whole
psychotherapeutic process. This would allow to study bridging concepts like synchrony or emotion
regulation in relation to working alliance processes for PD specifically.

8 Conclusion
Alliance ruptures and their resolution in PD are studied through direct (observer-based methods:
3RS, CIS) and indirect methods (e.g. questionnaires: PSQ, WAI). Horvath [46] estimates over 70
different instruments that operationalize the alliance based on different theoretical constructs. The
biggest problems of the field are objectivity and comparability. Studies are sparse and highly
heterogeneous (PD cluster, research aims, session sampling, methods), impeding the comparability
and interpretation of findings. Concordance of direct and indirect measures of alliance ruptures
must be considered low [47, 19]. In order to avoid a forest of unconnected and therefore hard to
summarize findings, methodological objectivity should be considered a key interest for the field.
Throughout the literature there is frequent use of cluster C patient samples, cluster A and B studies
are highly encouraged. It is hypothesized that PD diagnoses influence the quality of ruptures
encountered through their characteristic interpersonal constraints [•20, ••3]. It is therefore
important to acquire and compare findings for all different types of PD. Moving towards the
dimensional ICD-11 diagnosis, future studies should include dimensional personality functioning
as covariate variables to embed findings. Results by Strauss et al. [26] or Muran et al. [27] already
point towards the direction that personality functioning is a more feasible moderator and outcome
variable than the number of SCID items. Further, few studies test for trait-like pretreatment factors
moderating the alliance outcome association. Dimensional pretreatment personality functioning
(DSM-5; [•48, •49]) is considered an important variable for future studies, in order to report what
has worked for whom.

Table 1: Direct and indirect instruments of alliance ruptures

Direct Instruments

Instruments

Perspective

Details

Rupture Resolution
Rating System (3RS;
[22])

Observer Rating

Contains seven withdrawal and seven confrontation rupture markers as
well as ten resolution markers. Markers are rated on a significance rating
scale and an overall resolution rating scale. Unit of coding are speaking
turns, 1- or 5-minute windows or defining start and stop markers for each
episode.

Collaborative
Interaction ScaleRevised (CIS-R ; [23])

Observer Rating

29-item rating scale with two subscales CIS-P and CIS-T. CIS-P defines
direct and indirect rupture markers and direct and indirect collaborative
processes of the patient. CIS-T defines direct and indirect collaborative
interventions, rupture and therapist interventions. Coding is done within
narrative units. Ruptures and resolutions can be coded for both the patient
and the therapist.

Harper’s [50, 51]
manual of rupture
markers

Observer Rating

Defines ten markers of confrontation ruptures and eight markers of
withdrawal ruptures. The analysis is performed on the level of speaking
turns.

The Structural Analysis
of Social Behavior
(SASB; [52])

Observer Rating

Measures interpersonal behavior of the patient and therapist with the
octants “focus on other” and “focus on self” with two orthogonal
dimensions interdependence (from autonomy to involvement) and
affiliation (from hostility to friendliness). Alliance ruptures were rated as
patient behaviors of appeasing, avoiding and blaming. Resolutions were
rated as patient and therapist expressing and therapist affirming and

Indirect Instruments

Direct & indirect
Instruments

directing [•9].
Post-SessionQuestionnaire
[53]

Patient, Therapist

Combines the session evaluation questionnaire (SEQ; [54]) and direct
questions of whether or not there was a problematic event in the
relationship during the session and when these events occurred. Patients
rate the tension of the problematic event on a 5-point likert scale. The SEQ
assesses the session impact (subscales depth and smoothness) and postsession feelings of positivity and arousal.

Working Alliance
Inventory Short Form
(WAI-SF; [55])

Patient, Therapist,
Observer

12-item self-report with three subscales goals, tasks and bond of the
therapeutic alliance. It is mostly administered at the end of sessions.

California
Psychotherapy Alliance
Scales (CALPAS; [56])

Patient, Therapist,
Observer

The subscales patient working capacity, patient commitment, working
strategy consensus and therapist understanding and involvement are
assessed. Observer rating is done on the session level.

Vanderbilt Therapeutic
Alliance Scale-Revised
Short Form (VTAS-R
SF; [57])

Observer

Five-item rating scale with two subscales patient contribution and patienttherapist interaction. The items reflect Bordin’s theoretical constructs
bond, goals and tasks. Items are scored on a 6-point Likert-Scale. The
coding is done on session level.

Alliance Negotiation
Scale (ANS; [58])

Patient

12-item self-report scale that assesses the degree of constructive
negotiation of disagreements about tasks and goals from the perspective
of the patient.

The Agnew
Relationship Measure
(ARM; [59])

Patient, Therapist

26-item questionnaire measuring the quality of the therapeutic
relationship from the perspective of the therapist and the patient.
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Results
I shortly summarize the results of the research papers.
S1: We showed that a supervised method for speaker diarization is feasible for psychotherapy
process research, oﬀering a good balance between manual workload and error management. Errors were
substantially lower than with unsupervised methods and comparable to other supervised procedures.
Further, errors were higher in same sex dyads than diﬀerent sex dyads. By using the random forest
algorithm, it was possible to attain a measure for the quality of diarization in a dyad, based only on a
learning set (out-of-bag error). .ese results show that supervised speaker diarization based on our
features set is a robust method practicable to be used in future research towards vocal features and
conversational parameters.
S2: We found silence episodes (> 3 seconds) in all sessions. On average silence comprises
around 10% of the total session time. We did not ﬁnd a link between pre-treatment psychopathology
(personality functioning and depression) and silence. However, sessions with silence were perceived
more negatively by patients. .ey were rated less good and less smooth (unpleasant, rough, diﬃcult,
uncomfortable). We concluded that the use of silence as a technique is not well tolerated in the
investigated sample.
S3: We found that the method used for machine learning facial emotion recognition showed
substantial, but numerically low agreement with the human ratings of aﬀect. .e numerically low
agreement has been discussed in light of mismatch between the rating method and the automatic emotion
recognition: human rated overall affect in one-minute windows, selecting only one specific emotion per
window, based on all possible verbal and nonverbal streams of information. In a minute window, more
than one (facial) emotion is likely to occur, therefor results are constrained by heavy averaging.
However, results showed high objectivity, being equal in strength across the three different raters.
Concerning the outcome analysis, a strong effect indicated the beneficial effect of happiness (BänningerHuber, 1992). Although the study underlies statistical constraints, it can be concluded, that the method
oﬀers a reliable and valid tool for psychotherapy process research.
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S4: .e review conducted summarized research on the rupture repair process in personality
disorders. Reviewing eﬀorts were substantially hindered by sparse and highly heterogeneous data (PD
cluster, research aims, session sampling, methods). Especially studies on cluster A and B personality
disorders are highly encouraged. .e literature indicates that ruptures are very common in patients with
personality disorders (Eubanks et al., 2019; Schenk et al., 2019, 2020). Further, we found evidence
indicating that ruptures are more frequent in personality disorders than other clinical samples and that
there are diﬀerences in therapist behaviour with mentioned sample comparison. We conclude that lower
interpersonal functioning in these patients endangers the building and maintaining of the therapeutic
relationship. Although evidence indicates that rupture resolution positively inﬂuences dropout status
and outcome, some studies also ﬁnd a correlation between early alliance and pre-treatment pathology.
.is indicates that early alliance may not be due to the therapeutic process (Zilcha-Mano, 2016, 2017,
2019; Zilcha-Mano et al., 2014; Zilcha-Mano & Errázuriz, 2017), but instead may be dependent on pretherapeutic experiences. Accordingly, the underlying principle of change in rupture resolution processes
has not been studied rigorously enough to interpret outcome in light of the occurrence of rupture repairs.
Further, future studies are advised to include dimensional personality functioning to discuss what works
for whom (Norcross & Wampold, 2011).
Discussion
Short term future directions, close to the methods and ﬁndings in the papers, have already been
addressed in the publications. Here I summarize long term goals that further the study of emotion
regulation and alliance negotiation in the framework of the events paradigm and the BPD relevant
change mechanism towards identity integration. Overall, automated analyses of nonverbals hold the
promise of providing therapists with key therapeutic moments of therapy that can later be discussed in
supervision or be revisited before the next session, guiding the therapists´ thought process.
.eory on identity integration posits that the psychotherapeutic work involves aﬀect activation
and may be accompanied by interpersonal defences, i.e., ruptures (Greenberg & Safran, 1989; Yeomans
et al., 2013). Finding nonverbal patterns indicating both aﬀect activation episodes and strains in the
therapeutic relationship is pivotal.
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Automatic recognition of aﬀect activation has been achieved using machine learning facial
emotion recognition (Steppan et al., submitted). Although stable across individuals, the correlation with
overall human rated arousal is small (r=-.104, p<6.46e-24). .is could stem from the fact, that both
systems were not adapted on the same time scale. In a next step, it would be feasible to deﬁne moments
of aﬀect activation longer than one-minute lengths from the human ratings and test whether the output
of facial emotion recognition software is able to predict these longer episodes. .is would deliver a ﬁrst
delineation of moments of interest. Also, multimodal aﬀect recognition is standard nowadays (Poria et
al., 2017), future eﬀorts should include arousal measures from the voice. .e voice holds one crucial
beneﬁt: From a clinical standpoint, therapy is a private endeavour where patient comfort is crucial.
Rooms with cameras may stand in contrast to the safe space therapy should provide. .e voice can be
captured in a non-invasive manner, but still revealing a lot in terms of features. .is stream may be more
promising for future everyday adaptations in the clinical ﬁeld.
Strains in the therapeutic relationship in terms of ruptures have already been assessed in the
here used data (Schenk et al., 2019, 2020). Future studies could concentrate on the description of rupture
and resolution episodes in terms of aﬀect (measured in voice and facial expression) or in terms of
conversational parameters as silence, turn taking behaviour or rhythm, implying disﬂuencies in the
ongoing negotiation of the therapeutic dyad.
For the speciﬁc study of identity integration, it would be favourable to include qualitative
assessment of in-session enactments of object relations using the object relations rating scale (Diguer et
al., 2012). Here, automatically assessed nonverbals could be anchored to further understand their use in
the process of identity integration.
.is dissertation has been working under the premise, that theory driven meaningful patterns of
nonverbal interaction can be deducted and studied using psychotherapeutic theory in relation to the
therapy of borderline personality disorders. Another approach is that the process of meaning making is
outsourced to the users (therapists). In that sense, the task of future therapy applications would be to
visualize concepts of transtheoretical interest such as aﬀect activation and conversational disﬂuencies
(silences). .e interpretation thereof then lies in the hands of therapists and their related school of
thought.
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Concerning the problem of interindividual (patient and therapist) and dyadic diﬀerences in the
use of nonverbals (Crangle et al., 2019; Poria et al., 2017), future clinical applications could be advanced
using self-organisation and complexity analyses in order to ﬁnd dyad speciﬁc key moments in the
interactive process, rather than speciﬁc combinations of feature expressions linked to aﬀect (Schiepek
& Strunk, 2010).
Both aﬀect activation and strains in the therapeutic relationship have been proposed to both be
(in part) nonverbal acts in an ongoing self-state sharing. .is ignores the semantic aspect of the verbal
interaction. In order to complement the study of nonverbal interactions, automatic speech recognition
may provide therapists with transcripts and thematic analyses and word use analyses in the coming
decades. English speaking countries already proﬁt from open-source applications (Halfon et al., 2020),
swiss German speech recognition is in the making and will soon evolve from strictly commercial use
(Hurry et al., 2020).
How automated variables will be clinically used in the future is still unknown. Methods in
aﬀective computing are fast changing and en vogue right now. It is likely that the ﬁeld will keep evolving
and that methods will improve in the coming years. As such it is important to start integrating ﬁndings
to more robust evidence. For example, until now, only a hand full of studies concern with automated
audio analyses in the ﬁeld of psychotherapy (Imel et al., 2014; Reich et al., 2014; Rochman & Amir,
2013; Soma et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2015). I therefor think it should be considered to work on providing
convenient tools (speaker diarization) to the research community to perform automated analyses on a
bigger scale (Fürer, 2020). It is of high importance that the methods do not stay in the hands of a selected
few, but rather, that the gathering and interpretation of ﬁndings can be distributed to various research
groups working with diverse patients in diﬀering settings.
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